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Streaking Hurricanes hope to slow Oilers’ Connor McDavid, Leon Draisaitl. Here’s how 

By Chip Alexander 

The Carolina Hurricanes did a good job Friday of shutting 
down Patrik Laine of the Columbus Blue Jackets. 

Now comes a tougher challenge: the dual threat of Connor 
McDavid and Leon Draisaitl of the Edmonton Oilers. 

Laine was limited to one shot on goal as the Canes earned a 
4-0 victory, ending an 11-game point streak by the forward 
that included 13 goals. 

The Hurricanes (36-11-4), with last change at home, were 
able to get the matchups they wanted — often defenseman 
Brady Skjei and Brett Pesce on the ice with Laine — while 
goalie Frederik Andersen cleaned up the rest in his third 
shutout of the season. Laine, a real sniper, and the Jackets’ 
Boone Jenner, who has 22 goals, were nonfactors in the 
game. 

McDavid might be the best player in the world, an assertion 
Canes coach Rod Brind’Amour won’t argue. Draisaitl clearly 
is among the best. They’ll be the Canes’ matchup problems 
Sunday in the 1 p.m. game at PNC Arena. 

What makes McDavid so special? 

“He pretty much covers everything, but the dynamic part is 
what makes him real special,” Brind’Amour said Saturday. 
“There are real good players and then good players who do 
more. Put all the great players together and he’s got more, if 
that makes senses. He’s quicker, his stick-handling is 
incredible and his speed with the puck. He just explodes like 
nothing I’ve ever seen before.” 

So, is McDavid the best player in the NHL? 

“He’s got to be” Brind’Amour said. “There’s a lot of great 
ones that are nipping at his heels, but just overall talent, I’d 
have to say so.” 

Then there’s Draisaitl. He has 36 goals, tying him with the 
NHL leader, Auston Matthews of Toronto. McDavid, who has 
28 goals, and Jonathan Huberdeau of Florida each have 75 
points, most in the league. 

The Oilers (29-20-3) and Panthers faced off Saturday 
afternoon in Sunrise, Florida, and it was Derek Ryan who 
was Edmonton’s big star in a 4-3 victory. The former Canes 
forward had a hat trick while Draisaitl had a goal and 
McDavid two assists. 

Skjei was asked Saturday — other than “taking away time 
and space,” the mantra for all NHL defensemen — what can 
be done to slow down McDavid or Draisaitl. 

Skjei smiled. 

“Well, that is the No. 1 thing, I think,” he said. “If you give 
those elite players any time at all they make those plays 
around you. So you try to stay above them as much as you 
can and don’t let them get behind you.” 

The problem with McDavid is he is the fastest player on the 
ice. He gets behind you, beats you. 

“You’ve got to start skating and moving early,” Skeji said with 
another grin. “With a guy like him you’ve got to be aware of 
where he is on the ice when the play’s going on, because he 
can kind of hide and jump around you pretty quickly. You’ve 
got to have an awareness of where he is.” 

Another way to muzzle McDavid or Draisaitl is to keep the 
puck in the offensive zone as long as possible. The Canes 
did that Friday, getting off 50 shots against Columbus and 
keeping the Blue Jackets busy defending their own zone. 
Had goalie J-F Berube not been sharp, it easily could have 
been a 5-0 or 6-0 game. 

“When we’re at our best, we’re playing in the opposite zone, 
on top of guys, cycling the puck down low,” Skjei said. 

The Canes beat the Oilers, 3-1, on Dec. 12 in Edmonton 
when Sebastian Aho scored twice and Nino Niederreiter had 
a goal. That was well before the Oilers fired Dave Tippett as 
coach, before the Oilers signed enigmatic forward Evander 
Kane. 

The Oilers were in a freefall, losing 15 of 20 games, when 
Tippett was fired on Feb. 10 and replaced by Jay Woodcroft, 
who had been coaching the Bakersfield Condors, 
Edmonton’s AHL affiliate. They’ve become a tougher out the 
past few weeks, reeling off five straight wins after the 
coaching change and fighting for playoff position. 

“You can tell they’ve put a little more structure into their 
game and I think they’re using their group a little differently,” 
Brind’Amour said Saturday. “I think a lot of times when a new 
guy comes in everyone has a new, fresh start and are 
playing with a little more energy. 

“They were always a good team. They just hit a little lull 
there. Obviously the talent is there.” 

The Canes held a short practice Saturday at Wake 
Competition Center. Aho did not participate but Brind’Amour 
said the Canes’ top scorer was taking a maintenance day. 

Carolina Hurricanes vs Edmonton Oilers 

When: Sunday, 1 p.m. 

Where: PNC Arena, Raleigh. 

TV/RADIO: Bally Sports South, WCMC-99.9 FM. 
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How to fix the Hurricanes’ D with Tony DeAngelo out? A Jakob Chychrun trade? Or do they 
stand pat? Bag of Jerks 

By Sara Civian  

Happy weekend, folks. The Canes have won four in a row 
and seemed to restore their oomph per 60 in the latest, 
Friday’s 4-0 win over the Blue Jackets. They’re number one 
in the Metro with a five-point lead, and they’ve got a one-
point lead over the Panthers right now for the top of the East 
with a game in hand. It’s funny how quickly the vibe can turn 
around for the better in an 82-game season, and it’s a 
reminder not to overanalyze every loss. 

Oh, please, we’re still going to do that. 

Anyway, the trade deadline is approaching and the Canes 
are in a tricky spot, with a chance for the Cup, minimal cap 
space and now high-scoring Tony DeAngelo out for a month. 
Will they trust the guys they’ve got and rely on DeAngelo 
making his expected pre-playoff return? Will they do some 
cap gymnastics and/or take a risk on a trade? There are 
many questions to answer. 

Let’s get into it. 

(Note: Some questions are edited for clarity and length.) 

Would you be surprised if they don’t make a trade? — Daniel 
Z. 

Neither standing pat or making a trade would be absolutely 
shocking. I think the Canes could go either way. But no, it 
wouldn’t surprise me if the deadline comes and goes and 
nothing happens. Between lack of cap space, lack of a first-
round pick and hesitance to disrupt team chemistry, it feels 
like the Canes would have to luck out to get a worthwhile 
return. DeAngelo’s upper-body injury probably increases the 
chances of a trade — especially with the robust defenseman 
market — but he’s expected to return before the playoffs. 
Maybe that’ll be a little in-house boost that mimics a deadline 
acquisition. 

With the injury to Tony DeAngelo, do you think the 
Hurricanes are drastically changing their view of the trade 
deadline? If yes, do you have a sense which of the available 
defensemen is their preference? Being controllable, young 
and affordable, Jakob Chychrun seems to make the most 
sense to me. He’s one year removed from what would have 
projected to be a 60-point season. If DeAngelo does return 
healthy for the playoffs, you have Deangelo running PP1 and 
Chychrun heading PP2. And if DeAngelo prices himself out 
of the Canes’ market, you have a suitable replacement for 
his production and someone who can play with a physical 
edge to boot. — Rich B. 

Let’s give a round of applause to Rich for basically doing my 
job for me and answering the question close to how I’d 
answer it. 

Tell you the truth, though, I don’t think the injury drastically 
changes their view of the deadline. They’d already been 

perusing the scene, and they almost had to anticipate at 
least one injury happening with 40 games in 80 days. The 
front office has controlled what it can control in that aspect, 
and with the team’s top defensemen eating huge minutes 
nightly, they’d prepared for this. 

What will actually drastically change the Canes’ view on the 
deadline is how and when some of the other dominos start to 
fall. Who else is in the sweepstakes for available 
defensemen, and what will those teams offer? What kind of 
market inflation are we looking at, here? 

Does Sebastian Aho ever work on his breakaway moves 
after practice?? If he could actually score on the majority of 
his breakaways, he would pretty much be a 50-goal scorer. I 
think he has reached a point where every goalie in the 
league knows he is going five-hole. — Brendan K. 

While I totally hear ya, Brendan, I think a few things are at 
play to explain why Aho’s only flaw seems to be converting 
breakaway opportunities. 

No. 1 is a logical fallacy I’m about to invent: the breakaway 
fallacy. If a player gets an excess of breakaways — and it 
does seem to happen at least every other game — it’s going 
to feel like he’s missing an excess of times, because most 
players aren’t even getting those opportunities. It’s like when 
people say, “I’ve forgotten more than you’ll ever know.” 

Further, one of the most common misconceptions in hockey 
is that breakaways are easier. It’s actually easier for a goalie 
to stop a puck he can see — that’s why we harp on the 
importance of ~net-front presence~. 

I’ll also say he’s doing a lot of this on the penalty kill, so in 
other words, he’s on X-games mode. 

The way I see it, Aho’s breakaways are a handy tool to get 
into the offensive zone, give his teammates time to catch up, 
fluster the goalie and hopefully cash in on a rebound. 

With Filip Forsberg reportedly on the block in Nashville, do 
you see the Canes going after him? We saw how much 
injuries can hurt your forward depth in the playoffs, and it’s 
never bad to have another goal-scorer in the lineup, 
particularly someone on pace for 40-plus this season. — Ray 
S. 

As fun as that would be and as much as we would all 
welcome the best mustache in the league to Raleigh, I don’t 
know how this is possible. First of all, The Athletic’s Joe 
Rexrode followed up that initial report saying it’s more like 
the Preds are doing their “due diligence” on Forsberg. 

To me, that means the price is going to be even higher than 
it would have been. Pair that with Forsberg’s $6 million cap 
hit and things get even tougher from the Canes’ standpoint. 
Then, of course, consider DeAngelo’s injury, and that creates 
more of a need for a defenseman than a forward. 
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Sorry, folks. Not trying to rain on your parade, and I would 
love those sweet, sweet blockbuster page views. But I don’t 
see it happening. 

If the Canes do make a move before the deadline with the 
injury to TDA does this make it a lock it’s for a D, or is there a 
chance they still try to improve secondary scoring? — 
Matthew K. 

These trade deadline questions are providing the perfect 
transitions into each other. So, should the Canes go for 
defense or secondary scoring if they do anything at all at the 
deadline? 

*Insert “why not both?” meme here* 

When you really think about it, isn’t DeAngelo’s main function 
secondary scoring? I think the Canes are sort of clogged up 
front and Brind’Amour seems hesitant to mess with some of 
the energy guys, so there are more slots on defense to begin 
with. And the way the Canes are set up, defensemen are 
encouraged to jump the rush anyway. Then you look at the 
potential deadline market and you’ve got offensive 
defensemen like Chychrun and John Klingberg. Seems like 
the perfect storm if they were to make a move. 

What is Rangoon’s favorite snack? — Robert G. 

Apparently my fingers and ankles. 

This, and TDA’s prior absence, seem like perfect 
opportunities to test drive Joey Keane. So why aren’t the 
Canes looking Keane’s way? — Andrew R. 

I don’t know what you mean by “this” but it seems ominous 
and it’s making me laugh. Long story short, the Canes value 
NHL experience and especially two-way play when they’re 
making these midseason call ups. Jalen Chatfield has been 
pretty solid in past appearances with the Canes, and they 
needed someone reliable who they could trust to play more 
than two minutes per game so maybe, just maybe, Jaccob 
Slavin and Brett Pesce won’t have to log 30 minutes a night 
every night for the foreseeable future. 

It’s not a knock on Keane at all, but you’ve seen the way 
Brind’Amour has deployed some of these younger guys who 
are touted for their offensive flair. Does anyone remember 
the Jake Bean experiment? It’s not a knock on the players at 
all, but the nature of their play is inherently riskier, and that’s 
why they get more opportunities on teams with more to lose. 

How much does “star power” matter in the playoffs? Do the 
Canes have enough of it? Their potential road out of East 
looks particularly brutal. Who can step up to lead them 
through? — Dustin C. 

An age-old question that reminds me of one of my favorite 
Brind’Amour one-liners when we ask him certain pre-game 
questions that start off like “How important will X be?” 

“Ask me after the game.” 

I’d argue stars are born in the playoffs, those trademark 
moments like Svechnikov’s hat trick and Aho walking 

DeAngelo elevate them from “he could be special” to “he is 
special.” Like, because of prior playoff experience I’m not 
worried at all about Aho and Svechnikov performing in the 
playoffs. Do they have enough of a supporting cast is more 
the question I’m asking myself. Who will step up and become 
the next stars? 

When you look at a team like Tampa Bay as the blueprint, 
the Lightning have tended to keep their core intact and 
added depth at the deadline, but it doesn’t feel like “depth” in 
that fourth-line grinder sense of the word — these folks are 
contributing to the scoring and helping the stars. They’ve 
also got younger guys who have stepped up and joined the 
elder stars during the playoffs. 

It seems like a perfect opportunity for guys like Martin Necas 
or Seth Jarvis to really break out. 

List our four centers using a depth chart 1-4 format (and why 
is KK 2?) — Jesse R. 

I’ll bite, but I will add a twist to it because it’s my mailbag and 
I’ll cry if I want to. Let’s assume it’s three years in the future, 
Jordan Staal has retired (early? I don’t know) and Vincent 
Trocheck has moved on. 

1. Sebastian Aho 

2. Martin Necas 

3. Jesperi Kotkaniemi 

4. Seth Jarvis 

I mean, would ya look at that? I’m not totally sure Jarvis will 
be a center at that point — especially because he’s so skilled 
already you can toss him on a top-six wing and he makes a 
difference. But theoretically, that could be the center depth, 
and the Canes have set themselves up pretty well. 
Remember the days of trying to manifest Victor Rask skating 
faster? 

Three-part question: 1) Considering what Brad Marchand 
heard to set him off for his six-game suspension, what do 
you suppose is the most mundane thing you could say to him 
to get him to try and punch you? I’ll bet it’s, “I really enjoyed 
my breakfast this morning!” 2) Which goaltender in the 
Canes organization is most likely to describe in sufficient 
detail how much he loved his breakfast to get Marchand to 
punch him? 3) What did you have for breakfast? — Keith R. 

Finally a question from Keith R. I can actually attempt to 
answer instead of just laugh at. 

1. OK, as more information has come out of that situation, I 
think I know what happened. Marchand’s wife had a kid a 
few days ago and his internal dad strength was just kicking 
in. Case closed, people. Pack it up. 

2. Have you seen Pyotr Kochetkov’s first week as a Wolf 
yet? You’ve got what seems like an actually good chirp, he’s 
scoring goals, etc. I think he has what it takes. 

3. Chocolate chip protein oats #fitfam. 
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Jarvis Adjusting To Life In The NHL 

After starting the year in limbo, the 20-year-old has learned 
about making the transition to the pro game, Jesperi 
Kotkaniemi's tacos and enjoyed 'the coolest moment of his 
life' 

By Walt Ruff 

RALEIGH, NC. - For most young hockey players, all they can 
ask for is a shot. 

"I remember driving down to Portland thinking that I was 
going to camp there, be good, be a leader, have fun, then go 
to Carolina and try my best. But I remember seeing on 
Twitter people were saying that it was going to be a long shot 
to make the team and that I was going to have to blow the 
doors off at camp. So I was thinking, 'Well, I at least have to 
give it a shot." 

That shot? It worked. 

Not only did it work to earn him a spot on the opening night 
roster for the Carolina Hurricanes, but since it's also worked 
to earn eight goals for Seth Jarvis already this season. 

The now 20-year-old has become a staple in the team's 
lineup, as the club has emerged as a legitimate Stanley Cup 
contender in his first season pro. While his seemingly 
solidified position within the forward group wasn't something 
he couldn't have predicted in September, he arrived in 
Raleigh with no expectations, just handling what was within 
his control. 

"Any time anybody Rod or Don would sit down with me, they 
would always say just take it day-by-day. For most of camp I 
was in that second group with the younger guys that were 
going to be heading to Chicago and then I think the last two 
days of camp I made it to the actual team practice group. I 
thought that that might be a good sign," Jarvis reflected of 
training camp.  

Ineligible to play at the American Hockey League (AHL) level 
due to the NHL-CHL agreement, Don Waddell and staff 
knew that there was no middle ground for Jarvis. Already 
having totaled 166 points in 154 games with the Portland 
Winterhawks of the Western Hockey League, there was an 
understanding that he had very little left to accomplish there, 
at least in terms of production. However, there were some 
concerns defensively over whether he was ready to hang on 
the 23-man roster in Raleigh. 

And so, after his electric offensive performances in the club's 
preseason games forced the hand of management, the 
decision was made in the middle of October. The energetic 
young man from Winnipeg was going to stick around, at least 
for the nine-game trial allowed before the first year of his 
entry-level contract kicked in. 

"For like the next two months I was living in the hotel every 
day just kind of scared you know like, when am I going to get 
sent back? Then I didn't play the first handful of games, so I 
was just kind of sitting there. When I finally played, I had that 
ten-game window and again I was like well, I've got to do 
something here." 

As each day leading up to Monday, November 22 in San 
Jose became more and more tense for the 2020 first round 
selection, it was even more nerve wracking for Seth's mom, 
Tracey, who would wait each day for news. 

"In our position, we were holding our breath more than he 
was," she started with a laugh. "It was day by day for us too. 
We'd text, we'd ask how it's going and he'd give us an 
update and then when we reached the ten-game mark, we 
were really wondering what was going to happen. Were they 
going to keep him? Were they going to send him back to 
Portland? What's going to happen?" 

Then came decision day, amid a six-game west coast road 
swing for the club. 

"Rod was like, 'you're going to stay up with us for a while'. 
Everything kind of settled down from there," Seth reflected, 
remembering the relief he felt to receive the news. 

"I was sitting in my classroom at the end of the day and the 
kids had just left and I got the text from him saying that the 
was playing the next day and that he was going to stay. I 
was just so proud and so happy for him," the happy hockey 
mom recalled of the day with a beaming sense of joy. "He 
was realizing his dream, but also at the same time I was 
thinking, what the heck is going on? What are we doing? It 
seemed a little bit surreal." 

Jarvis remained in the hotel for a short while before finding a 
temporary residency with teammate Sebastian Aho. The 
club's top line center had room for the rookie at his place, 
extending the olive branch to get him into a more home-like 
setting. 

"I overheard in the room that he was still in the hotel and it 
wasn't the best situation," Aho said when asked why he 
welcomed the rookie into his home.  "He'd been there for 
months and that's not ideal, right? So I offered for him to 
come live with me." 

"That was really nice of him. I was about to lose my mind in 
[the hotel]," Jarvis continued. "When you're on the road for a 
while and then you come back and your house is still a hotel, 
it's not exactly a nice, peaceful feeling. So living with Fishy 
was great, it worked out really well. We both even had 
COVID at the same time, so we quarantined together and 
the whole nine." 

Including their journey together via ambulance from 
Vancouver to Seattle after the two had tested positive in 
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Canada on December 13, the entire situation was a bonding 
experience that helped Jarvis both settle down and develop 
another relationship within the locker room.  Although his 
NHL career is just a young five months old, he's already 
pinpointed the kindness of the team's number one center as 
one of the things he'll be most grateful for when he looks 
back on his rookie year.  

"We lived together for about a month and a half.  We'd just 
hang out, eat dinners, play some ping pong, XBOX, 
PlayStation, it was pretty normal," Aho went on to describe 
the situation. "We didn't do anything crazy, but one thing I 
will say is that he was always on time. I'd tell him the night 
before that we'd leave at 9 a.m., and 8:59 a.m., he was 
ready. He was always in the same spot waiting for me, so 
that was nice to not have to worry about that." 

 Now with a place of his own, Jarvis will be the first to tell you 
that his cleanliness may not have been top tier through the 
adjustment. However, he's proud of the fact that it's gotten 
much better. 

"It was a little scary at the start, but I think it was scarier for 
my parents," the right-handed forward said with a chuckle. "I 
got my own place and I was like, 'Oh my god, I can do 
whatever I want.' I didn't realize you actually have to do when 
you live on your own. Plus, this isn't even a house, this is a 
tiny one-bedroom apartment." 

Perhaps his favorite part about making the move to a place 
of his own though was that there are several other members 
of the team that live in the same apartment complex, 
including Jesperi Kotkaniemi. 

"I go to KK's for dinner a lot and he cooks for me, which is 
nice so I don't have to order out all the time, because I can't 
cook anything," he said with another youthful laugh. Sharing 
that Kotkaniemi's specialty is tacos and that he also excels at 
making burgers, Jarvis has no complaints with any dining 
offerings provided by his fellow first-year Cane. 

"He's made some really good connections with the Finnish 
group," Tracey Jarvis continued with a laugh. "They invited 
him for Christmas dinner because he couldn't come home. 
They've looked out for him. They've made us feel so much 
better about having our son living so far away. I can't say 
enough about the organization and the players that are 
there. They've set our mind at ease almost immediately." 

Seth may or may not have had to work for that holiday dinner 
though. 

With over 30 games left to go in the regular season, Jarvis is 
also learning more about what it's like to live alone, in 
addition to Kotkaniemi's cooking skills. 

The most games "Jarvy" has played in any season of hockey 
is 61, his first year in Portland. Since then, a pandemic-
shortened campaign and a season spent split between 
Chicago (AHL) and a return to the WHL, which still only 
combined for 33 games. Now on pace to play 65 in his first 
year with Carolina, he's learning about the wear and tear of 
what it takes to play in an 82-game marathon. 

"I've had to learn how to take care of my body, especially 
now that we're playing so many games in such a short period 
of time. It's crucial," he shared. "Every day is a battle, both in 

a practice in the game. Being able to take care of my body 
has been important so I can play every second day at my 
peak performance and I can help the team." 

What does that mean exactly? 

When you're 19, or 20, you're looked at as a source of 
energy for the team, full of life and spark. While it's okay to 
be that at the rink, Jarvis has learned that his life as a whole 
doesn't always have to be in the fast lane. 

"I don't need to go a million miles an hour doing everything. I 
can take time to relax and that's okay. I don't have to leave 
practice and have to go do something. I can go home, nap, 
wake up, eat dinner and go to bed. I've learned I can take it 
easy."  

While Jarvis has recorded 11 assists for his team thus far 
this season, his clear favorite is one that he's picked up off 
the rink. 

Commonly when a players gets their first NHL contract they'll 
buy themself something nice to reward themselves for all 
their hard work and earning something most kids only dream 
of achieving. Jarvis though? He paid it back to his parents, 
beaming with joy when sharing that he bought his mom a 
new car. 

"I think I told her when I was like eight, 'hey, I'm going to buy 
you a car one day," and she was like, "yeah whatever." 

Turns out he was able to make good on his promise, as his 
mom is now the proud owner of a new SUV. 

"I was just so happy I could do that for her," he continued, 
visibly thrilled about being able to bring the goal to life. "The 
car she was driving, the one door wouldn't shut, the one door 
wouldn't open, there was no heat, no A/C. She drove it since 
I was a kid, so it lasted for a while, but being able to help her 
out and to see her in a new car made me feel really good. It 
was something I'd been dreaming of doing." 

"He had been asked when he got drafted what he'd like to 
buy and he said he'd like to get me a car, but that was before 
he signed the contract," Tracey shared. "But then when he 
was actually able to do it, it couldn't have come at a better 
time. Our van had been terrific for years and was filled with 
memories of picking his hockey buddies up from their 
practices in Winnipeg, but my husband, who teaches high 
school, had the power mechanics teacher take a look at it 
and informed us that we couldn't put it back on the road. And 
so that's when Seth stepped in." 

"It was the coolest moment of my life, I'm so happy that I was 
able to do that for her," the budding star concluded with a 
smile. 

It's not just that he did it though, it's that he took care of his 
parents before he even went out and got himself something 
nice. 

"He hasn't bought himself anything big at all. It really was just 
what he wanted to do," Tracey Jarvis continued. "I think it 
speaks to his personality and how much he cares about 
others. He would help anyone out at the drop of the hat. You 
could tell he wanted to do it and that made us feel good too, 
because that's his money. You don't want to have him feels 
like he has to do something for us. We did what we did for 
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him out of love and to watch him pursue something he loved. 
It was really special that he did that." 

Although the last five months have been a dream come true 
for the Jarvis family, Seth hopes that five months is just a 
small sample for what's to come in his career. 

Now that he's realized his dream of making the roster, has 
taken strides forward in learning about what it takes to be a 
professional and was able to provide his mom a new set of 

wheels, the attention's turned to taking his game to a new 
level on the ice. 

"I just want to get better every day. I want to get more 
comfortable with my game and continue to get more 
comfortable around the rink with everybody. I want to keep 
being an energy source for the team, I want to be able to be 
trusted. I think my defensive game has gotten better, which 
is nice, and I just want to keep having fun." 

 

Aho following Kurri's path as NHL star from Finland 

By Stan Fischler  

Legendary hockey reporter Stan Fischler writes a weekly 
scrapbook for NHL.com. Fischler, known as "The Hockey 
Maven," shares his humor and insight with readers each 
Wednesday.  

This week Fischler returns to one his favorite features, "Then 
and Now," in which he compares Hockey Hall of Famer Jari 
Kurri and fellow Finland-born star Sebastian Aho of the 
Carolina Hurricanes. 

In a sense, it's almost unfair to compare any Finland-born 
hockey player with Jari Kurri, a virtual unanimous choice as 
best from his country to skate in the NHL. 

A five-time Stanley Cup-winner with the Edmonton Oilers, 
Kurri was the first Finland-born player inducted into the 
Hockey Hall of Fame in 2001. And there were many more 
accomplishments on Kurri's ledger during 17 seasons in the 
NHL with the Oilers, Los Angeles Kings, New York Rangers, 
Anaheim Ducks and Colorado Avalanche, from 1980-98.  

But there's plenty about Carolina Hurricanes forward 
Sebastian Aho that has him worthy of such comparison. Now 
in his sixth NHL season, the native of Oulu -- known as "The 
Finnish Hockey Factory" -- has scored at least 20 goals in 
each season and leads the Hurricanes with 54 points (22 
goals, 32 assists) in 48 games this season. 

Since 2018-19, when he scored 30 goals for the first time in 
the NHL, Aho is tied for 10th with Boston Bruins forward 
Brad Marchand with 114 goals. 

Playing during a more freewheeling era in the NHL, Kurri 
scored 30 goals or more 11 times, including 71 in 1984-85 
and 68 the following season. He finished with 601 goals in 
1,251 regular-season games and another 106 in 200 Stanley 
Cup Playoff games. 

Kurri also had a distinct advantage playing primarily on the 
same line with Wayne Gretzky for eight seasons. He was 
"The Great One's" sidekick through four Cup championships. 

But there was more to his game than just lighting up the 
scoreboard with Gretzky. 

Barry Fraser, the Oilers chief scout who helped discover 
Kurri, Mark Messier, Paul Coffey and Glenn Anderson, called 
Kurri "by far our most complete player."  

"There's no question that Jari, as much as any of our top 
guys, was responsible for the Oilers' success," Hall of Fame 
defenseman Kevin Lowe said. "Even after Wayne left for Los 
Angeles (traded to the Kings on Aug. 9, 1988), it was Jari 
who stayed on and was a key to our fifth Cup win." 

Of course, Aho is still trying to win his first Cup with the 
Hurricanes, who are on their way to a fourth straight 
appearance in the Stanley Cup Playoffs and reached the 
Eastern Conference Final in 2019, when they were swept in 
four games by the Boston Bruins.   

"What sets him apart for me is his competitiveness," coach 
Rod Brind'Amour told The Hockey News. "He hates losing 
more than he likes winning. It eats him alive when we don't 
win, and all the great ones have that." 

Like Kurri, Aho plays a 200-foot game and is always a 
scoring threat at even strength, on the power play and 
penalty kill. He has scored 42 power-play goals and 12 
shorthanded goals in the NHL. 

As Ken Campbell of The Hockey News said, "He has a 
superior on-ice intellect to go with his natural physical gifts." 

There's one other Kurri-Aho similarity worth mentioning.  

"You wouldn't have found a nicer guy on our Oilers squad 
than Jari," Lowe said. 

And that's basically how the Hurricanes feel about Aho. 

"He's a super kid," Brind'Amour said. 

There's still much ground to cover for Aho to live up to the 
standard set by Kurri. But he's proudly following in the 
footsteps, or skate strides, established by the trailblazing 
Kurri. 
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Carolina hosts Edmonton following shutout victory 

Edmonton Oilers (29-20-3, fourth in the Pacific) vs. Carolina 
Hurricanes (36-11-4, first in the Metropolitan) 

Raleigh, North Carolina; Sunday, 1 p.m. EST 

FANDUEL SPORTSBOOK LINE: Hurricanes -202, Oilers 
+171; over/under is 6.5 

BOTTOM LINE: Carolina hosts the Edmonton Oilers after the 
Hurricanes shut out Columbus 4-0. Frederik Andersen 
earned the victory in the net for Carolina after recording 19 
saves. 

The Hurricanes are 18-4-2 at home. Carolina ranks sixth in 
the NHL averaging 3.5 goals per game, led by Sebastian 
Aho with 22. 

The Oilers are 15-9-3 on the road. Edmonton ranks eighth in 
the NHL averaging 5.8 assists per game, led by Cooper 
Marody with 1.0. 

In their last meeting on Dec. 11, Carolina won 3-1. Aho 
scored a team-high two goals for the Hurricanes in the 
victory. 

TOP PERFORMERS: Aho leads the Hurricanes with 54 
points, scoring 22 goals and adding 32 assists. Andrei 
Svechnikov has 11 points over the last 10 games for 
Carolina. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Connor McDavid leads the Oilers with 47 total assists and 
has 75 points. Leon Draisaitl has seven assists over the last 
10 games for Edmonton. 

LAST 10 GAMES: Hurricanes: 6-2-2, averaging 3.5 goals, 
6.1 assists, 4.7 penalties and 10.3 penalty minutes while 
giving up 2.4 goals per game with a .922 save percentage. 

Oilers: 6-4-0, averaging 3.3 goals, 5.2 assists, 4.4 penalties 
and 9.6 penalty minutes while giving up three goals per 
game with an .898 save percentage. 

INJURIES: Hurricanes: Brendan Smith: out (upper-body), 
Tony DeAngelo: out (midsection). 

Oilers: Ryan Nugent-Hopkins: day to day (upper-body).
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Oilers to test Hurricanes' injury-adjusted defense 

By FLM  

It was the smallest of sample sizes -- one game -- but the 
Carolina Hurricanes have to like the results from retooling 
some of their back end because of injuries. 

Now they'll have to provide a similar defensive effort against 
an Edmonton Oilers team that has some firepower. The 
teams meet Sunday afternoon in Raleigh, N.C. 

The Hurricanes were fortunate that goalie Frederik Andersen 
wasn't overly taxed by making 19 saves in shutting out the 
Columbus Blue Jackets 4-0 on Friday. He shares the league 
lead with 28 wins. 

The Hurricanes were solid on the defensive end in their first 
game since injuries to Tony DeAngelo (midsection) and 
Brendan Smith (upper-body). That resulted in the return of 
Jalen Chatfield from the American Hockey League to help fill 
in. 

"I thought (Chatfield) did a great job," Carolina coach Rod 
Brind'Amour said. "The test is going to be over time because 
it's not one game, because we're going to miss Tony for a 
long time. It's not just one game. When (Chatfield) was up 
early (in the season), he did a great job, and he came right 
back in and looked the exact same." 

The Oilers lost two straight games before Saturday's 4-3 
road victory over the Florida Panthers. Derek Ryan's first 
career hat trick made a difference for Edmonton. 

"We found a way," Oilers coach Jay Woodcroft said. "What I 
liked was we stuck together." 

Ryan, 35, in his seventh NHL season, played the first three 
seasons for the Hurricanes. He entered Saturday with just 
four goals this season. 

The Oilers have eight consecutive games with three or more 
goals. 

"It has definitely translated to some confidence," Ryan said 
of the Oilers' ability to score. 

The Hurricanes have won four consecutive games. Carolina 
owns an eight-game home point streak (7-0-1) for its longest 
mark of the season. 

And the schedule could be working out nicely again because 
there's a familiar trend for consecutive opponents. Columbus 
was coming off a victory at Florida the night before its visit to 
Raleigh. 

The Hurricanes took advantage of what Brind'Amour said 
was a likely letdown from the Blue Jackets, putting 50 shots 
on goal. Those were the most for the Hurricanes in more 
than three years. 

Further, Edmonton lost center Ryan Nugent-Hopkins to a 
first-period upper-body injury Saturday, so a lineup change 
could be forthcoming. 

It could be a good time for Carolina captain Jordan Staal to 
get rewarded on the offensive end. He has three goals in the 
past seven games after just two in his first 42 games. 

"I'm just getting warmed up," Staal said. "The chances are 
starting to go in. We want to keep rolling and be the line that 
this group needs us to be." 

Brind'Amour said Staal has been steady all along. 

"It's just getting a bounce now here and there," Brind'Amour 
said. 

Carolina won 3-1 on Dec. 11 at Edmonton with Sebastian 
Aho scoring two goals. 

The Hurricanes hold a 17-4-1 record against Western 
Conference opponents. 

Edmonton is making its third stop on a five-game road trip, 
having gone 1-1 so far. 
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About Last Night: Dominance 

By Alec Sawyer  

The Carolina Hurricanes shut out the Columbus Blue Jackets 
4-0 at home Friday night, controlling things from the opening 
puck drop in a game where the Canes just poured it all out.  

After dominating the play from the jump, the Canes got the 
scoring started in the second period with goals from Jordan 
Staal and Teuvo Teravainen, with Nino Niederreiter and 
Vincent Trocheck getting in on the fun early in the third.  

Frederik Andersen only had to make 19 saves Friday night, 
but he made them all in his third shutout win of the season. 

Some thoughts on a thoroughly impressive win: 

Domination 

Sometimes you win a hockey game.  

Sometimes you absolutely suck all life out of your opponent.  

The latter is what the Canes did Friday night against 
Columbus, as Carolina was locked in for a full 60 minutes in 
a fantastic win.  

Some numbers: 

 The Hurricanes outshot the Blue Jackets 50-19 

 The Hurricanes out-chanced the Blue Jackets 38-20 

 The Hurricanes held a 17-8 advantage in high-
danger scoring chances 

 The Hurricanes held a 74-35 advantage in CF, a 
staggering 67.89 CF% 

 The Hurricanes held a 5.36-1.96 advantage in xG 

 And, most importantly, the Hurricanes outscored the 
Blue Jackets 4-0 

It was a comprehensive, overwhelming beat down for the 
Hurricanes, who did pretty much everything right.  

The 5-on-5 play was spectacular, a 65.56 CF% and 59.57 
SCF% during even-strength play (with a 3-0 advantage in 
goals scored). The power play, while just 1 for 4, moved the 
puck well and created tons of danger, with 10 scoring 
chances for and a 93.33 CF% during 6:03 of the man 
advantage.  

And the penalty kill, as it has been all season, was 
unbelievable. Columbus went 0 for 4 on the power play, 
mustering just one (!!!) scoring chance over eight (!!!) 
minutes of the man advantage.  

Everything, and I mean everything, was firing on all cylinders 
for the Canes on Friday. 

“I would say it was probably the best two, probably three 
periods we have played this year,” Niederreiter said. “We 
stuck to our game plan. We knew what we had to do to be 
successful, and I think you could see it through the whole 
lineup how successful we were.” 

Sticking with it and piling on 

But despite all of that success across the board for the 
Canes, it did still take a while for Carolina to break through 
on the scoresheet.  

The Canes entered the first intermission with the game still 
tied at 0-0, despite a 16-3 advantage in shots and a 13-3 
advantage in scoring chances for (with six of those high-
danger).  

But Carolina didn’t get frustrated, instead sticking with what 
was working. It paid off in the second period as Staal scored 
a goal that much resembled the first half of the game itself, 
sticking with a puck and eventually getting it past Jean-
Francois Berube.  

This is what determination looks like 
pic.twitter.com/hkTbxxV4fF 

— Carolina Hurricanes (@Canes) February 26, 2022  

“Yeah, the fifth time is the charm, I guess,” Staal said. “That’s 
a turnover there, and I kind of jumped on an opening there. I 
just kept trying to jam it in there, and luckily it went in.” 

The Canes have long preached just playing their game and 
the results will come, and that’s exactly what happened 
Friday. 

After what could have been a frustrating first 30 minutes or 
so, the Canes certainly could have started trying to get too 
cute or force things.  

But, they didn’t, and the floodgates opened up. Teravainen 
scored very quickly on a power play later in the second, 
Niederreiter banked one in off Berube early in the third and 
Trocheck camped in the slot to make it 4-0 shortly after that.  

“Throughout the season we’ve been up and down,” 
Niederreiter said. “Sometimes we’ve shot a lot at net, and 
then some games we didn’t. At the end of the day, we know 
that’s the key to success, and it kind of showed again 
tonight. The more shots we get, the more opportunities we’re 
going to get and goals we’re going to score.” 

A rock(star) 

So, what exactly does a goalie do in a game where he sees 
just 19 shots while the team on the ice in front of him 
peppers 50 on the opposing netminder? 

In a game where it certainly would have been 
understandable for Andersen to lose his focus, he just didn’t. 
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Andersen, who has been incredible all season long, was 
locked in for the full 60 minutes, making a great save late in 
the game after a big long stretch of seeing practically 
nothing.  

Freddie must do yoga pic.twitter.com/XOHkvN5XBn 

— Bally Sports: Canes (@CanesOnBally) February 26, 2022  

“It’s a challenge, obviously,” Andersen said. “It’s still a 60-
minute game. You’ve got to focus for every second of it. I’m 
not trying to play too aggressive when there is a chance. 
That’s the balance of just trying to stay in it and stick with the 
process.” 

Regardless of how the team has been playing in front of him, 
Andersen has been the same this year. He’s been Carolina’s 
most important player, and it’s something the fans, who 
showered him with “FREDDIE. FREDDIE.” chants Friday, 
and his teammates are appreciative of.  

“He’s been a rock back there,” Staal said. “No matter what 
game gets thrown at him back there, he’s just steady. He’s 
comfortable. He makes everyone on our bench and on the 
ice feel comfortable. There’s no question that he’s been our 
MVP this year.” 

 

 

 

Wolves whoosh by Moose 

Rookie center Jack Drury and veteran forward Josh Leivo 
scored two goals apiece as the Chicago Wolves cruised to a 
5-1 victory over the Manitoba Moose Saturday afternoon at 
Canada Life Centre. 

Defenseman Cavan Fitzgerald also scored for the Central 
Division-leading Wolves (30-10-4-3), who expanded their 
lead over the second-place Moose (26-17-2-1) to 12 points. 

Captain Andrew Poturalski, the AHL’s points leader with 66, 
handed out two assists along with forward David Gust and 
defensemen Max Lajoie and Josh Jacobs. Goaltender Alex 
Lyon (14-6-2) rejected 25 shots to earn the win. 

Fitzgerald opened the scoring at 12:36 of the first. He 
claimed a puck at the back boards and slid it to Josh Jacobs, 
who built some speed and fed Fitzgerald in stride in the 
neutral zone. He flew to the top of the left circle and blasted 
a slap shot past Manitoba’s Mikhail Berdin. 

The Wolves pumped their lead to 2-0 at 16:41 on Drury’s 
11th goal of the year. Gust controlled the puck behind 
Manitoba’s net and flipped a backhand pass that banked off 
traffic to Lajoie in the slot. Lajoie spotted Drury wide-open 
near the right faceoff dot and Drury snapped it home before 
Berdin could slide to the left post. 

Drury delivered again at 3:39 of the second to make it 3-0. 
David Cotton chipped the puck to the back boards and 

outbattled a Moose defenseman to claim control. Cotton 
passed to the right corner for Gust, who spied Drury open in 
the slot for a quick pull-and-drag to zip it past Berdin. 

Manitoba pulled within 3-1 on David Gustafson’s unassisted 
marker at 4:25, but the Wolves answered on their first power-
play chance of the game at 17:03 to restore a 3-goal lead. 
With three seconds left on a 5-on-3 advantage, Leivo 
accepted a Lajoie pass below the left circle and threaded his 
wrister through a tiny opening between Berdin’s right 
shoulder, the right post and the crossbar. 

Leivo wrapped up his second two-goal game of the season 
at 9:05 of the third. Poturalski fought off a check along the 
boards to set up Leivo for a breakaway that pushed the lead 
to 5-1. 

Berdin (12-9-0) finished with 19 saves in the loss. 

The Wolves face Manitoba again at 2 p.m. Sunday before 
returning to Allstate Arena for three home games, starting 
with a 7 p.m. clash on Wednesday, March 2, with the Texas 
Stars. To set up your Craft Beer Package that features three 
beers, one T-shirt and one ticket for one low price, click here 
or email a Wolves representative at 
WolvesTix@ChicagoWolves.com. 
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TODAY’S LINKS 
https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article258826433.html 

https://theathletic.com/3149037/2022/02/26/how-to-fix-the-hurricanes-d-with-tony-deangelo-out-a-jakob-chychrun-trade-or-do-they-stand-pat-bag-of-
jerks/ 

https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/jarvis-adjusting-to-life-in-the-nhl/c-330879734 
https://www.nhl.com/news/carolina-hurricanes-sebastian-aho-following-jarri-kurris-path-as-nhl-star-from-finland/c-331215344 

https://apnews.com/article/nhl-sports-hockey-north-carolina-canada-72d6dd8072c74cbda0bb4d2cdb1c54b0 
https://www.cbssports.com/nhl/news/oilers-to-test-hurricanes-injury-adjusted-defense/ 

https://www.canescountry.com/2022/2/26/22952107/about-last-night-dominance 
https://www.chicagowolves.com/2022/02/26/wolves-whoosh-by-moose/  
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How to fix the Hurricanes’ D with Tony DeAngelo out? A Jakob Chychrun 
trade? Or do they stand pat? Bag of Jerks 

 

By Sara Civian  

Feb 26, 2022  

  

Happy weekend, folks. The Canes have won four in a row and seemed to 
restore their oomph per 60 in the latest, Friday’s 4-0 win over the Blue 
Jackets. They’re number one in the Metro with a five-point lead, and 
they’ve got a one-point lead over the Panthers right now for the top of the 
East with a game in hand. It’s funny how quickly the vibe can turn around 
for the better in an 82-game season, and it’s a reminder not to 
overanalyze every loss. 

Oh, please, we’re still going to do that. 

Anyway, the trade deadline is approaching and the Canes are in a tricky 
spot, with a chance for the Cup, minimal cap space and now high-scoring 
Tony DeAngelo out for a month. Will they trust the guys they’ve got and 
rely on DeAngelo making his expected pre-playoff return? Will they do 
some cap gymnastics and/or take a risk on a trade? There are many 
questions to answer. 

Let’s get into it. 

Would you be surprised if they don’t make a trade? — Daniel Z. 

Neither standing pat or making a trade would be absolutely shocking. I 
think the Canes could go either way. But no, it wouldn’t surprise me if the 
deadline comes and goes and nothing happens. Between lack of cap 
space, lack of a first-round pick and hesitance to disrupt team chemistry, 
it feels like the Canes would have to luck out to get a worthwhile return. 
DeAngelo’s upper-body injury probably increases the chances of a trade 
— especially with the robust defenseman market — but he’s expected to 
return before the playoffs. Maybe that’ll be a little in-house boost that 
mimics a deadline acquisition. 

With the injury to Tony DeAngelo, do you think the Hurricanes are 
drastically changing their view of the trade deadline? If yes, do you have 
a sense which of the available defensemen is their preference? Being 
controllable, young and affordable, Jakob Chychrun seems to make the 
most sense to me. He’s one year removed from what would have 
projected to be a 60-point season. If DeAngelo does return healthy for 
the playoffs, you have Deangelo running PP1 and Chychrun heading 
PP2. And if DeAngelo prices himself out of the Canes’ market, you have 
a suitable replacement for his production and someone who can play 
with a physical edge to boot. — Rich B. 

Let’s give a round of applause to Rich for basically doing my job for me 
and answering the question close to how I’d answer it. 

Tell you the truth, though, I don’t think the injury drastically changes their 
view of the deadline. They’d already been perusing the scene, and they 
almost had to anticipate at least one injury happening with 40 games in 
80 days. The front office has controlled what it can control in that aspect, 
and with the team’s top defensemen eating huge minutes nightly, they’d 
prepared for this. 

What will actually drastically change the Canes’ view on the deadline is 
how and when some of the other dominos start to fall. Who else is in the 
sweepstakes for available defensemen, and what will those teams offer? 
What kind of market inflation are we looking at, here? 

Does Sebastian Aho ever work on his breakaway moves after practice?? 
If he could actually score on the majority of his breakaways, he would 
pretty much be a 50-goal scorer. I think he has reached a point where 
every goalie in the league knows he is going five-hole. — Brendan K. 

While I totally hear ya, Brendan, I think a few things are at play to explain 
why Aho’s only flaw seems to be converting breakaway opportunities. 

No. 1 is a logical fallacy I’m about to invent: the breakaway fallacy. If a 
player gets an excess of breakaways — and it does seem to happen at 
least every other game — it’s going to feel like he’s missing an excess of 
times, because most players aren’t even getting those opportunities. It’s 
like when people say, “I’ve forgotten more than you’ll ever know.” 

Further, one of the most common misconceptions in hockey is that 
breakaways are easier. It’s actually easier for a goalie to stop a puck he 
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can see — that’s why we harp on the importance of ~net-front 
presence~. 

I’ll also say he’s doing a lot of this on the penalty kill, so in other words, 
he’s on X-games mode. 

The way I see it, Aho’s breakaways are a handy tool to get into the 
offensive zone, give his teammates time to catch up, fluster the goalie 
and hopefully cash in on a rebound. 

Sebastian Aho and Juuse Saros (James Guillory / USA Today) 

With Filip Forsberg reportedly on the block in Nashville, do you see the 
Canes going after him? We saw how much injuries can hurt your forward 
depth in the playoffs, and it’s never bad to have another goal-scorer in 
the lineup, particularly someone on pace for 40-plus this season. — Ray 
S. 

As fun as that would be and as much as we would all welcome the best 
mustache in the league to Raleigh, I don’t know how this is possible. First 
of all, The Athletic’s Joe Rexrode followed up that initial report saying it’s 
more like the Preds are doing their “due diligence” on Forsberg. 

To me, that means the price is going to be even higher than it would 
have been. Pair that with Forsberg’s $6 million cap hit and things get 
even tougher from the Canes’ standpoint. Then, of course, consider 
DeAngelo’s injury, and that creates more of a need for a defenseman 
than a forward. 

Sorry, folks. Not trying to rain on your parade, and I would love those 
sweet, sweet blockbuster page views. But I don’t see it happening. 

If the Canes do make a move before the deadline with the injury to TDA 
does this make it a lock it’s for a D, or is there a chance they still try to 
improve secondary scoring? — Matthew K. 

These trade deadline questions are providing the perfect transitions into 
each other. So, should the Canes go for defense or secondary scoring if 
they do anything at all at the deadline? 

*Insert “why not both?” meme here* 

When you really think about it, isn’t DeAngelo’s main function secondary 
scoring? I think the Canes are sort of clogged up front and Brind’Amour 
seems hesitant to mess with some of the energy guys, so there are more 
slots on defense to begin with. And the way the Canes are set up, 
defensemen are encouraged to jump the rush anyway. Then you look at 
the potential deadline market and you’ve got offensive defensemen like 
Chychrun and John Klingberg. Seems like the perfect storm if they were 
to make a move. 

What is Rangoon’s favorite snack? — Robert G. 

Apparently my fingers and ankles. 

This, and TDA’s prior absence, seem like perfect opportunities to test 
drive Joey Keane. So why aren’t the Canes looking Keane’s way? — 
Andrew R. 

I don’t know what you mean by “this” but it seems ominous and it’s 
making me laugh. Long story short, the Canes value NHL experience 
and especially two-way play when they’re making these midseason call 
ups. Jalen Chatfield has been pretty solid in past appearances with the 
Canes, and they needed someone reliable who they could trust to play 
more than two minutes per game so maybe, just maybe, Jaccob Slavin 
and Brett Pesce won’t have to log 30 minutes a night every night for the 
foreseeable future. 

It’s not a knock on Keane at all, but you’ve seen the way Brind’Amour 
has deployed some of these younger guys who are touted for their 
offensive flair. Does anyone remember the Jake Bean experiment? It’s 
not a knock on the players at all, but the nature of their play is inherently 
riskier, and that’s why they get more opportunities on teams with more to 
lose. 

How much does “star power” matter in the playoffs? Do the Canes have 
enough of it? Their potential road out of East looks particularly brutal. 
Who can step up to lead them through? — Dustin C. 

An age-old question that reminds me of one of my favorite Brind’Amour 
one-liners when we ask him certain pre-game questions that start off like 
“How important will X be?” 

“Ask me after the game.” 

I’d argue stars are born in the playoffs, those trademark moments like 
Svechnikov’s hat trick and Aho walking DeAngelo elevate them from “he 
could be special” to “he is special.” Like, because of prior playoff 
experience I’m not worried at all about Aho and Svechnikov performing in 
the playoffs. Do they have enough of a supporting cast is more the 
question I’m asking myself. Who will step up and become the next stars? 

When you look at a team like Tampa Bay as the blueprint, the Lightning 
have tended to keep their core intact and added depth at the deadline, 
but it doesn’t feel like “depth” in that fourth-line grinder sense of the word 
— these folks are contributing to the scoring and helping the stars. 
They’ve also got younger guys who have stepped up and joined the elder 
stars during the playoffs. 

It seems like a perfect opportunity for guys like Martin Necas or Seth 
Jarvis to really break out. 

List our four centers using a depth chart 1-4 format (and why is KK 2?) — 
Jesse R. 

I’ll bite, but I will add a twist to it because it’s my mailbag and I’ll cry if I 
want to. Let’s assume it’s three years in the future, Jordan Staal has 
retired (early? I don’t know) and Vincent Trocheck has moved on. 

I mean, would ya look at that? I’m not totally sure Jarvis will be a center 
at that point — especially because he’s so skilled already you can toss 
him on a top-six wing and he makes a difference. But theoretically, that 
could be the center depth, and the Canes have set themselves up pretty 
well. Remember the days of trying to manifest Victor Rask skating faster? 

Three-part question: 1) Considering what Brad Marchand heard to set 
him off for his six-game suspension, what do you suppose is the most 
mundane thing you could say to him to get him to try and punch you? I’ll 
bet it’s, “I really enjoyed my breakfast this morning!” 2) Which goaltender 
in the Canes organization is most likely to describe in sufficient detail 
how much he loved his breakfast to get Marchand to punch him? 3) What 
did you have for breakfast? — Keith R. 

Finally a question from Keith R. I can actually attempt to answer instead 
of just laugh at. 

1. OK, as more information has come out of that situation, I think I know 
what happened. Marchand’s wife had a kid a few days ago and his 
internal dad strength was just kicking in. Case closed, people. Pack it up. 

2. Have you seen Pyotr Kochetkov’s first week as a Wolf yet? You’ve got 
what seems like an actually good chirp, he’s scoring goals, etc. I think he 
has what it takes. 

3. Chocolate chip protein oats #fitfam. 
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JONES: Oilers come up with big credibility win in Florida ... or did they? 
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Teammates congratulate goaltender Mikko Koskinen (19) of the 
Edmonton Oilers following a 4-3 win against the Florida Panthers at FLA 
Live Arena on Saturday, Feb. 26, 2022, in Sunrise, Fla. 

It was the second in the triple-header of credibility games in hockey’s 
Bermuda Triangle against the second-, third- and fourth-place teams in 
the NHL’s overall standings. 

And it made no sense. 

I mean, come on. 

Jay Woodcroft didn’t exactly stand in the middle of the dressing room 
before the game and tell his Edmonton Oilers the way the head coach 
thought it was going to go. 

“Listen, guys, we’ll be using the same 11-forward, seven-defence formula 
again today but I have a funny feeling that we could lose a guy because 
of injury, putting us down to 10 forwards. But don’t worry. 

“If that happens, I believe my man, Derek Ryan, here, at age 35, will 
become the oldest Oiler and first ever former University of Alberta 
Golden Bear to score a hat trick in the entire history of the franchise. 

“And although it took us damn near until game time to decide who to play 
in goal tonight, I believe Mikko Koskinen will play the absolute greatest 
game of his career, an incredibly inspired game, especially early when 
we’ll really need it, to win this game for us.” 

Yeah, that’s the ticket? 

If you are trying to sit back here and analyze where this team is going 
through these three credibility games, this one definitely didn’t compute. 

When it was over, Woodcroft basically admitted it, if not exactly in a 
knee-slapping, gut-busting, rolling-around-on-the-ground sort of way. 

“If I look at that game, I don’t know that I would say it went exactly 
according to script or how we wanted to win that game,” he said with a 
little laugh and a small grin. 

The opener of the trio of tilts against the teams who went into the week 
with three, four and four home losses each, was pretty much the 
opposite. 

Woodcroft had his Oilers bouncing back from a loss after winning five 
straight out of the gate for him. 

They played great against the back-to-back Stanley Cup champion 
Tampa Bay Lightning and looked very much like a team that absolutely 
deserved to be on the same ice and back in the same conversation with 
them as they were to start the season. 

Edmonton out-played the Bolts but lost 5-3, primarily due to the 
exceptionally shabby goaltending of Mike Smith. 

You look at that Oilers’ team that lost to the Lightning and you couldn’t 
help but believe with a quality starting NHL goaltender, it could go deep 
into the playoffs. 

That’s the sort of conclusion and evaluation you expect to make after a 
credibility game. 

It was like everybody in Edmonton came to the same conclusion then 
and there, one which I must point out I’ve maintained throughout — that 
the Oilers aren’t going anywhere with these two inconsistent goaltenders. 

I haven’t changed my mind because of what we watched Saturday, but 
you’d have to be blind and in total denial not to recognize Koskinen’s 44-
save performance, making five-bell save after five-bell save, especially 
early, as being an extra special moment of this season. 

And if that wasn’t a complete flip flop, what about the team in front of 
him? 

The Oilers, who had played such an outstanding game as a team and 
individually in Tampa, were making a miserable mess of just about 
everything in front of him Saturday down in Sunshine, Fla. 

The Oilers lost Ryan Nugent-Hopkins with an apparent shoulder injury 
but Ryan and Koskinen combined to win them a hockey game that ended 
a two-game losing streak and sent them to Carolina for their fourth back-
to-back of the month. 

Woodcroft paid off Koskinen with praise. 

“He held us in the game when we gave up a few chances. That’s a really 
good hockey team. They lead the league for a reason. They lead the 
league in goals for a reason,” he said of the now 35-13-3 Panthers. “We 
found a way to win and we don’t do that unless Mikko turns in the 
performance he does today. 

“He was someone who found the right save at the right time. I’m proud of 
him and happy for him. 

“His play today instilled confidence in the group. Just the way he 
competed right until the very end, I thought was excellent. He made big 
save after big save. He just gave us a real good chance to win. And we 
found a way.” 

When it comes to credibility games, they usually serve for evaluations 
and conclusions to be made and I’m not sure they’re there for it be made 
going into the Sunday matinee against the Hurricanes. 

Edmonton lost 6-0 to the Panthers in Edmonton. The Oilers lost 3-1 to 
the Hurricanes (36-11-4) at Rogers Place back on Sept. 11. They lost 5-3 
to Tampa and have yet to play the first-overall Colorado Avalanche. 

A win is a win is a win, and this was definitely a big win. But best they get 
out of Dodge with those two points. 

Credibility game conclusions and evaluations can certainly wait with the 
next one 25 hours away. 
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Koskinen and Ryan carry ball as Edmonton Oilers knock off Panthers 

 

Jim Matheson  •  Edmonton Journal 

Publishing date:Feb 26, 2022  

 

Edmonton Oilers goaltender Mikko Koskinen (19) makes a save as 
Florida Panthers center Sam Reinhart (13) and Oilers defenceman 
Darnell Nurse (25) close in at FLA Live Arena. 

Bob Cole’s long-time Hockey Night in Canada TV sidekick, Harry Neale, 
was the king of one-liners but sometimes funny gave root to reality, like 
when he talked goalies. 

Like his favourite line about NHL puck-savers or puck-missers. 

“Seventy-five percent of your team is goaltending,” said Neale. 

“Unless you don’t have any, then it’s 100.” 

While everybody has taken a turn at beating up on the beleaguered 
Edmonton Oilers’ goaltending, calling into question the work of Mike 
Smith most recently and Mikko Koskinen for much longer than that, 
Koskinen was fantastic Saturday with 44 stops in the Oilers’ 4-3 win in 
Florida, against the Panthers, the first team since 1996-97 averaging 
over four goals a game. 
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The six-foot-seven Finnish goalie, nicknamed The Three Metres of 
Koskinen in his homeland, stood even taller than that against the 
Panthers, stopping everybody with a Canadian, U.S., Russian or Czech 
passport, everybody except two Finns — Sasha Barkov (two goals) and 
rookie Anton Lundell. 

With a 6-0-1 record in his last seven starts, he should also be starting 
Sunday afternoon in Raleigh, N.C., even if it might already be the plan to 
play the struggling Smith on the back-to-back because the law of 
averages says an NHL goalie’s play drops off with that workload. 

“Today was my day,” said the quiet Koskinen, always a man of few 
words. 

Was it ever! Twice he made stops with a Barkov poke-check on a 
breakaway and with his blocker against Mason Marchment in alone, just 
before Oilers goals as they were outshot 47-22. 

Same best day for forward Derek Ryan, a man of a more expansive 
vocabulary. He had his first-ever NHL hat-trick, against Sergei 
Bobrovsky, and also became the oldest Oilers player to ever get three in 
game at 35 years and 59 days, surpassing former Oilers captain Ethan 
Moreau, who had three against the Phoenix Coyotes on Jan. 18, 2009, 
when he was 33 years and 118 days. 

“No way! I’ll have to put that on my wall, eh?” said Ryan, who also had 
the first hat trick by a bottom-six Oilers forward, according to some on 
Twitter, since Finnish winger Laurie Korpikoski had three Dec. 11, 2015, 
against the New York Rangers — the night they put up a Glen Sather 
Oilers banner at Rexall Place. That was Korpikoski’s one and only hat-
trick. 

Ryan, who has seven points in the eight games Jay Woodcroft has been 
calling the shots, keeps relaying it’s about more minutes. 

“My confidence is moving, for sure. When you say it’s a little more 
opportunity, it’s a lot more opportunity,” said Ryan, who played 13:50 
against Florida. “It’s definitely translated into some confidence in myself 
and the line I’ve been playing on (Warren Foegele and Ryan Nugent-
Hopkins). It’s hard when you’re not playing much and sitting for a long 
time to get into the rhythm of the game. Woody’s getting me out there in 
key situations. I’m enjoying it.” 

The Oilers are now 6-2 since replacing Dave Tippett. 

“To win games on the road, sometimes you need some unusual suspects 
to step to the front,” said Woodcroft. “I’m proud of D.R. He’s been a heck 
of a hockey player for us over the last couple of weeks. He’s shown 
some pop in his step with his increased role and responsibility. To see a 
teammate like that get rewarded, the whole dressing room was ecstatic.” 

We’re not talking about Ryan, however, with Leon Draisaitl getting the 
other (his 36th goal, tying him with Toronto’s Auston Matthews for the 
league high). Without Koskinen’s heroics, however. This might have 
been the No. 1 game for No. 19. 

“Unbelievable. I feel he made maybe a dozen top saves. He was dialled 
in. We could have tightened up in front of him, but that being said, that’s 
a pretty high-powered offence over there. Mikko bailed us out when they 
got the chances,” said Ryan, who scored the game’s first goal — the 16th 
time the Oilers have done so and they’re now 16-0 when they do. 

Koskinen, who quietly has 18 wins on the season, more than Connor 
Hellebuyck (17) in Winnipeg made 17 stops alone in the first 20 minutes, 
when the Oilers should have been tossed into a deep, dark hole, down 4-
1, instead of 2-1, outshot 19-7. 

“You have that many shots (early), it gets you into the game. You’re not 
thinking, ‘When I am going to face the first one?’ You just play and you’re 
enjoying the game. I like it,” he said, with a small laugh. 

Added Woodcroft: “We found a way to win and we don’t do that unless 
Mikko turns into a performance like he did. That’s a really good hockey 
team, they lead the NHL in goals for a reason (216) but Mikko found the 
right saves at the right time.” 

Maybe they only get two goals, not three, because Koskinen took an 
Aaron Ekblad ripper off his mask, which loosened his straps, just before 
Barkov made it 4-3. He wildly waved to the officials to stop play, but they 
didn’t. The normally stoic Koskinen was so ticked off he kicked the puck 
up the ice. 

“His play instilled so much confidence in our team, just the way he 
competed until the very end was excellent. Saw a lot of people pulling on 
the same rope. Big save, after big save for Mikko (Carter Verhaeghe 
glove on a breakaway in the third after a rare Connor McDavid drop pass 
giveaway was a stunner). Unfortunate that one of the goals they got 
(Barkov) came after a shot off his helmet there,” said Woodcroft. 

Koskinen seemed to be channelling Hall-of-Famer Dominik Hasek, the 
way he thought the game like a forward, as the late coach John Muckler 
said. Always ready for the shot, especially his side-to-side play in the 
crease, like a great glove stab on Barkov. 

“It felt like I was making the right read at the right time and that makes 
the lateral movements easier. The biggest thing for me is trusting my 
reads. Today it was strong.” 
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OILERS NOTES: Nugent-Hopkins goes down with suspected shoulder 
problem 

 

Jim Matheson  •  Edmonton Journal 

Publishing date:Feb 26, 2022  

 

Teammates congratulate Derek Ryan (10)of the Edmonton Oilers after 
he scored his third goal of the game against the Florida Panthers at FLA 
Live Arena on Saturday, Feb. 26, 2022, in Sunrise, Fla. 

Ryan Nugent-Hopkins hasn’t played many games in Sunrise, Fla., home 
of the Panthers, but it’s been bad moon rising for the Edmonton Oilers 
forward. 

In a January 2016 game, he broke his hand stopping a shot while killing 
a penalty and on Saturday, he appeared to injure his shoulder early in 
the game. He took a hard hit along the boards from Ryan Lomberg, on 
his third shift of the afternoon. 

Nugent-Hopkins, who started the game as the third-line centre with 
Derek Ryan and Warren Foegele, was gone after just 3:17. That left 
them scrambling because he plays on the first power-play unit and the 
first penalty kill with Zach Hyman, but they got through it with only 10 
healthy forwards over the last 50 minutes because they once again 
dressed 11 forwards along with seven defencemen. And Tyler Benson 
only got 6:05, so basically they went with three lines. 

“No news on Nuge today, we’ll have more tomorrow when he’s fully 
evaluated,” said Oilers coach Jay Woodcroft, who might have to go away 
from his regular ratio Sunday in Carolina and dress 12 forwards with the 
heavy workload against Florida. If so, either Colton Sceviour or Brendan 
Perlini could draw in. 

It’s the second injury to Nugent-Hopkins this season. He was also hurt 
(lower body problem) when he got tangled up along the end boards in 
New Jersey on New Year’s Eve, also an afternoon game, and didn’t 
return until Jan. 25. 

“A little short-staffed up front. Big hole to fill, but the guys dug in,” said 
Ryan, who picked up his first career hat-trick in the game, his 393rd in 
the NHL. 
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The Oilers used Ryan McLeod with Hyman on the penalty kill, and also 
got good work out of Devin Shore and Kailer Yamamoto. Shore played 
3:27 on the penalty kill, McLeod 2:41, Hyman 2:36 and Yamamoto, 2:31. 
Yamamoto took one hard shot off his foot on the penalty kill but shrugged 
it off. Evander Kane was on the power play in Nugent-Hopkins’ spot. 

PICKING UP THE SLACK 

Ryan had three hat tricks when he played for the University of Alberta 
Golden Bears, so the three against Florida wasn’t a complete out-of-body 
experience. He once was an offensive threat in college and certainly in 
Europe before getting to the NHL. 

He had four two-goal games in the NHL before his hattie. 

Four shots, three goals against Sergei Bobrovsky. 

“Fanned on the first goal and it went five-hole, maybe he thought I was 
going there with my second,” said Ryan. His third was a tap-in. 

“The guys were so happy for him in the dressing room. Almost too happy. 
Maybe he should have saved one for the third (period),” smiled goalie 
Mikko Koskinen. 

This ‘n’ that: Florida captain Sasha Barkov got two goals on his Finnish 
countryman Koskinen but it took him a career-high 10 shots to do so … 
The Panthers have lost three straight at home after a 23-3 record just a 
week ago (Edmonton, Columbus and Nashville)…Oilers defenceman 
Duncan Keith has now missed eight straight games after his concussion 
when he crashed into the end boards against Chicago on Feb. 9. Keith, 
also hurt against Dallas in November, has played 35 of the Oilers’ 52 
games. He’s not on their five-game trip … The game featured the top 
four picks in the 2016 draft: No. 1 Aaron Ekblad, No. 2 Sam Reinhart, No. 
3 Leon Draisaitl and No. 4 Sam Bennett … While the Oilers dressed 
seven defencemen, Philip Broberg only played 7:12 … Oilers 
defenceman Markus Niemelainen picked up his first NHL point in his 15th 
game, an assist on one of Ryan’s goals … The game also featured the 
three top scorers in the NHL: Jonathan Huberdeau and Connor McDavid 
are now tied with 75 points, while Draisaitl has 74. Draisaitl’s goal on the 
power play (his 15th) gave him 21 goals in the Oilers’ 27 road games … 
The Oilers missed the net on three chances with Bobrovsky on the bench 
for an extra attacker in the last five minutes — Evander Kane, 
Niemelainen and Hyman — but hung on for the win against the Panthers, 
who are the first team in 25 years to be averaging at least 4.10 goals a 
game … Darnell Nurse played almost half the Oilers’ game, 28:38 … 
Oilers SportsNet host Gene Principe looked like he was on Broadway 
with his quick wardrobe change in his pre-game TV hit from the Toronto 
studio, wearing shorts and shades as he sat on a beach chair, then 
having to slip into a dress shirt, tie and blue jacket that he didn’t quite get 
on properly when the camera came back to him. He was working with ex-
Oilers player Luke Gazdic … Former Oilers head coach Todd McLellan 
surprisingly entered COVID-19 protocol shortly before Friday’s Los 
Angeles Kings’ win over Anaheim that moved them past Vegas into 
second in the Pacific Division. Former Oilers assistant coach Trent 
Yawney ran the L.A. bench … When the Oilers are in Raleigh, N.C., on 
Sunday, they’ll be up against the toughest home team (18-4-2) in the 
NHL … Ex-Oilers defenceman Ethan Bear is currently with veteran Ian 
Cole on the ‘Canes third defence … Carolina just lost their top 
pairing/power-play QB Tony DeAngelo for a month with a core-muscle 
issue. DeAngelo was playing with the NHL’s most underrated D-man, 
Jaccob Slavin, and had 16 power-play points … Down in Bakersfield, 
Calif., Vincent Desharnais, another defence prospect who has really 
surprised, has been an even or plus player in 25 straight games. The six-
foot-seven blue-liner, on an American Hockey League contract, will likely 
get signed to an NHL/AHL deal after the season. 
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GAME DAY: Edmonton Oilers at Florida Panthers 
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Panthers’ Sasha Barkov is the quietest superstar. He should have won 
the Selke as the best two-way forward by now but that seems the private 
preserve of Boston’s Patrice Bergeron. Barkov might be the NHL’s top 
special-teams threat. He’s got 10 goals on the power play and four killing 
penalties. He’s 56.2 per cent in the face-off circle. 

THREE THINGS ABOUT THE PANTHERS 

1.McDavid’s former Erie Otters junior teammate, Mason Marchment, has 
stunningly had a six-point game and his first NHL hat-trick this season. 
Bryan Marchment’s son has 28 points, all even-strength, and 11 goals, 
all five-on-five. He’s also plus-26. Doesn’t get much better than that. 

2. Jonathan Huberdeau leads the NHL in scoring, not McDavid or 
Draisaitl. The winger, second in even-strength points (51) behind Johnny 
Gaudreau (53) possibly would have been on McDavid’s line on Team 
Canada at the Olympics if NHLers had gone to Beijing. With 54 assists, 
he dishes like a centre from the wing. 

3. Florida leads the NHL in goals with 213, 45 more than the Oilers. Only 
Colorado (201) also has more than 200. They’re averaging a whopping 
4.10 a game and 22 times they’ve scored five or more. As a team, they 
have nine players with at least 11 goals, eight of them forwards with 
Ekblad the only defenceman to join the list, with 14. 
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Lowetide: Positive early returns on Oilers’ 2021 draft class, but there are 
miles to go 

 

By Allan Mitchell  

Feb 27, 2022  

  

The consensus on prospect evaluation suggests a five-year wait before 
making the call on any given draft year, and that is wisdom gained from 
experience. 

The Oilers’ 2010 draft looked like an impact year by summer 2011. 
Taylor Hall went right to the NHL and proved he could push results five-
on-five even as a young player, Tyler Pitlick and Curtis Hamilton were 
scoring points at a rapid clip in the WHL, Martin Marincin and Brandon 
Davidson showed a range of skills in the same league, and Ryan 
Martindale had a breakout year in the OHL. 

Over a decade later, Hall and painful memories are all that’s left, 
although Marincin, Pitlick and Davidson have played over 100 NHL 
games. 

The Oilers’ 2021 draft crop appears to be experiencing the same kind of 
impact year in the 12 months after the draft, although there is no one 
approaching Hall’s potential in the group. 

How good is the draft? How much is real? Who are the comparable 
talents? 

Xavier Bourgault 
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Xavier Bourgault is a quality prospect. He was a first-round selection for 
Edmonton and projects as a middle-six winger based on draft-day 
reports. He is lethal with the puck, has some two-way acumen and can 
play centre, although most reports suggest he’ll play the wing when 
turning pro. 

He has some interesting comparables and shows well in his draft year 
and draft-plus-one (current) seasons. 

Bourgault’s year-over-year offensive spike is encouraging, and his 
comparables are quality. Mercer is playing his debut NHL season for the 
New Jersey Devils, scoring 12-17-29 in 52 games. Bourque is averaging 
over two points per game in the QMJHL (he plays for the Shawinigan 
Cataractes and is Bourgault’s teammate), and Pelletier is averaging over 
a point per game in the AHL. 

All comparable players are thriving. Bourgault has had injury issues 
(currently not playing) but that aside, he is on track for a full season in the 
AHL next season and possibly an NHL call-up. 

Luca Munzenberger 

The hardest prospects to track are shutdown defencemen because the 
offensive statistics don’t jump off the screen, and defensive performance 
is difficult to measure. Luca Munzenberger is playing in the NCAA this 
season, for an outmatched Vermont team (Hockey-East). He has three 
assists and is underwater in outscoring (minus-13, the NCAA doesn’t 
publish even-strength goals for and against while individual players are 
on the ice). 

Munzenberger was a quality player for Germany at the World Junior 
Championship, leading his team in time on ice per game (23:31) and 
scoring 1-1-2 before the tournament was canceled because of COVID-
19. He is 6-foot-2, 220 pounds, and turns 20 in November, a good guess 
has him spending at least one more season in Hockey-East. 

Oilers fans will know from the development of William Lagesson and 
Markus Niemelainen (among recent prospects) it’s difficult to accurately 
measure progress with shutdown defenders. Munzenberger has 
flourished against players his own age, and if he stays in Vermont for 
another year, look for improvement in the outscoring numbers. 

Jake Chiasson was drafted in the fourth round of the 2021 draft from the 
Brandon Wheat Kings of the WHL. He was hurt during Oilers training 
camp in the fall and has recovered only recently and returned to action. 
His story will roll out over the remainder of the season. 

Matvei Petrov 

As this season continues for Matvei Petrov, who is lighting it up for the 
North Bay Battalion of the OHL, it looks like (remember the five-year 
warning) general manager Ken Holland’s scouting staff might have a 
massive home run from the sixth round of the 2021 draft. 

Petrov was highly touted during the year before his draft season and was 
the No. 1 pick in the 2020 CHL draft. That’s a spot that is ordinarily 
reserved for a player who is guaranteed to have an impact in the league 
(OHL in this case), and players such as Andrei Svechnikov (Carolina 
Hurricanes), Klim Kostin (St. Louis Blues) and Pavel Zacha (New Jersey 
Devils) all delivered after being the No. 1 pick and then were drafted 
early by NHL teams. 

Petrov did not come to North America during the 2020-21 season 
because of COVID-19, but he scored well in Russia’s MHL (junior 
league), posting 22-20-42 in 58 games. 

This year in the OHL, his full range of skills has been on display. Petrov 
is always a terrific shooter with a good release. Scott Wheeler at The 
Athletic said his skating mechanics have improved: “His skating 
mechanics still have some of those quirks but they haven’t held him back 
and he actually often looks faster than the players he’s racing or the 
defenders he’s trying to beat.” 

Safe to say a re-draft would place him higher than No. 180, but he’s a 
perfect fit for the Oilers, who are badly in need of first-shot scorers. 

Petrov’s start for North Bay was so strong that many observers wondered 
whether he could keep it going. Through 46 games, the splits show some 
fade, but he’s still delivering at an outstanding rate in his first OHL 
season. 

His point totals overall through 46 games (29-38-67) are eye-popping, 
and his point total ranks eighth in the Ontario League this season. He is 
the first pick from 2021 signed by the Oilers and turns 19 in March. 
Another OHL season is possible, although Edmonton might be tempted 
to see what he could do for the Bakersfield Condors in the fall. 

Holland is a patient general manager, so bet on another season in junior. 

Shane Lachance 

Shane Lachance was chosen with the selection acquired from the 
Pittsburgh Penguins in the John Marino trade. He’s a big power winger 
who played in the NCDC in his draft season, so his move to the USHL 
this year should give fans a better idea about his offensive output in a 
strong junior league. 

Skating was the draft-day issue, but his size and hands were considered 
positives on draft day. Lachance plays for the Youngstown Phantoms of 
the USHL, and like Petrov’s, his splits this season are revealing. 

Lachance started slowly but has been having a real impact since early 
December. He was one of the youngest players drafted in 2021 (Aug. 30 
birthday) and is headed for Boston University this fall. Oilers fans should 
expect Lachance to play for four seasons in the NCAA, similar to Skyler 
Brind’Amour’s career path. Ironically, both prospects are sons of famous 
NHL players (Scott Lachance and Rod Brind’Amour). Lachance won’t 
reach the pros until the middle of this decade. 

Max Wanner 

One of the unusual results of the COVID-19 impact on the 2020 and 
2021 drafts was many players who weren’t known quantities getting 
drafted by NHL teams. It’s a result of scouts having limited time to see 
players in person, while others might have been seen more in those 
seasons than in normal years. 

Max Wanner might be such a player. Pre-draft buzz was nonexistent (he 
was No. 223 on the NA list for Central Scouting), but the Oilers liked him 
and selected him with the 212th pick. Wanner is a rangy defenceman (6-
foot-3, 185 pounds) who can defend but didn’t show much offensive flair 
before this season. 

He’s come alive this season, posting 6-17-23 totals in 52 WHL games for 
the Moose Jaw Warriors. He is 2-3-5 on the power play and has a short-
handed assist this season, indicating he’s trusted in all areas. Wanner’s 
splits show a player who is coming on and taking a larger role starting in 
December. 

He’s also posting better numbers in on-ice goal differential since early 
December and getting more comfortable in a larger role. Wanner is a 
right-handed defenceman, giving him extra value, and his draft-plus-one 
season has been a solid one. If he can build on it, Wanner might earn an 
NHL contract in spring 2023. 

Looking ahead 

Two prospects from the 2021 draft are emerging as top-flight NHL 
prospects for Edmonton. Xavier Bourgault was a first-round pick, Scott 
Wheeler’s ranking of Edmonton’s prospects for The Athletic has him No. 
2 across the pool of young talent under the Oilers’ control. That’s a 
strong indication Edmonton got it right, with the caveat we’re one year 
into the process. 

The shocker is Petrov, whom Wheeler placed No. 7 on the Edmonton list. 
Based on where he was chosen (No. 180 overall), he has no business 
being in this position, but the COVID-19 adjustments made by the hockey 
world forced him down the draft depth chart at the right time for Holland 
and his scouting staff. 
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Munzenberger is going to be a frustrating player to track, and chances 
are most fans will forget about him until he shows up one year at training 
camp and starts his pro career. 

Chiasson is even more obscure. He’s barely played since being drafted 
by the team. The scouting reports were positive and suggested a wide 
range of skills, so he’s a player to focus on. 

Lachance and Wanner were drafted late in 2021 and are what I call “draft 
and follow” talents. Most often, fans never hear much about the player 
after he is drafted. 

However, when it works out, it’s a massive boost for the team. Kyle 
Brodziak was chosen No. 214 in 2003 and played 917 NHL games. Kelly 
Buchberger was chosen No. 188 in 1985 and played over 1,100 games. 

All arrows are pointing in good directions for Edmonton’s 2021 draft, 
except for Chiasson, whose start was delayed. 

Edmonton has two top-end talents from a draft when one would have 
been plenty based on draft picks used by the team. One year in, things 
are looking good. 
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Jeff Blashill warns Detroit Red Wings: Pushback against Maple Leafs 
was 'fool's gold' 

 

HELENE ST. JAMES   

 

Marc Staal couldn't recall being a part of such a crazy game before, and 
Jeff Blashill certainly never wants to be a part of one again. 

It was up to them to explain how the Detroit Red Wings lost, 10-7, to the 
Toronto Maple Leafs Saturday at Little Caesars Arena. It was a wild 
night, and fans who stuck around saw a five-goal deficit whittled to one, 
then grow back to three. 

"I’m sure it’s exciting for the fans and the building was loud," Blashill said. 
"All I’m thinking about is, it’s not good enough. It’s great that we were 
able to finally start shooting the puck, and the pucks went in late, but at 
the end of the day, it’s fool’s gold. 

"That’s not good enough. I think our guys know that. Cripes, I hope our 
guys know that. What happened out there wasn’t good enough." 

It was 7-2 when the third period began, at which point the Wings had 
gone back to goalie Alex Nedeljkovic, who lasted three goals and 11:06 
into the first period before being replaced by Thomas Greiss. Filip 
Hronek, Carter Rowney and Joe Veleno scored in rapid succession on 
Jack Campbell, who was replaced by ex-Red Wing Petr Mrazek, who 
quickly gave up a goal to Michael Rasmussen, and just like that, it was 7-
6. 

"We weren’t going to roll over," Staal said. "We decided to start playing 
for each other and start trying to win some battles. We were getting beat 
all night long. Obviously it was too late, but we wanted to make some 
kind of push. 

"We were out of the game and we start scoring like crazy. I was happy 
our fans stuck around, to be honest. They gave us a big boost with the 
amount of energy they were bringing. It was a fantastic crowd to stick 
with us, not give up on us." 

But they wouldn't have needed such a push if they hadn't been so slow 
through 40 minutes. 

"Our start was so bad and we weren’t very good in the second, either," 
Staal said. " We didn’t deserve to be in that game. There wasn’t a lot 
there to like." 

Or as Blashill put it: "We lost every puck race, every puck battle, every 
competition battle. We lost every single one of them." 

Blashill couldn't explain how the Wings could face an Original Six 
opponent at home, on a weekend, with a guaranteed raucous crowd, and 
look so disinterested.  

"Yeah, it is hard to understand," he said. "It’s a great building, great 
atmosphere. But it starts with not giving up easy chances." 

The Leafs (34-14-4) are jockeying for playoff positioning while the Wings 
(23-24-6) are losing ground in the a wild-card race. The Leafs have a 
high-octane offense, powered by Auston Matthews (a goal, three assists 
on Saturday), Mitch Marner (four goals, two assists) and Michael Bunting 
(a goal, four assists). Neither Nedeljkovic nor Greiss had good nights in 
net — nor did Campbell and Mrazek — but what the Wings really couldn't 
answer was why they took so long to ignite their own offense. 

"Our first and second period were pretty embarrassing," Staal said. "We 
just had no pulse. We deserved to be where we were. We didn’t deserve 
to win, that’s for sure." 
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Detroit Red Wings nearly rally from 5-goal deficit, but fall to Toronto 
Maple Leafs, 10-7 

 

HELENE ST. JAMES   

 

The Detroit Red Wings found their Original Six pride and found the net, 
and a Saturday night beating became a Saturday night thriller. 

Overmatched by the Toronto Maple Leafs for 40 minutes, the Wings 
whittled a five-goal deficit down to one, but couldn't sustain the 
momentum through a breathless third period that saw the teams combine 
for eight goals in the third period before the buzzer sounded on a 10-7 
victory for the Leafs. 

The Wings (23-24-6) showed mettle in refusing to give up, even as they 
faced one of the elite teams in the NHL, but lost for the second straight 
time at home. 

Fans at Little Caesars Arena went nuts as Filip Hronek, Carter Rowney, 
Joe Veleno and Michael Rasmussen scored over a 5:21 span in the third 
period. By that time, Alex Nedeljkov was back in the net he'd left midway 
through the first period. Both teams went through both of their goalies but 
the Wings put Alex Nedeljkovic back in net to start the third period, after 
he'd been replaced by Thomas Greiss midway through the first period. 
Ex-Wing Petr Mrazek replaced Jack Campbell (Port Huron) and gave up 
Lucas Raymond's second goal of the game, which made it 8-7. Ilya 
Mikheyev and Ondrej Kase (shorthanded) kept the Leafs ahead, and 
Mitch Marner added his fourth goal and sixth point on a night none of the 
goaltenders want to remember. 

Overwhelmed 

Auston Matthews won the opening draw, setting a tone that left the 
Wings trailing by a pair of goals. Michael Nylander ripped a slap shot 
from the right circle that sank behind Nedeljkovic. That was just short of 
four minutes into the game. A couple minutes passed, and it was 2-0. 
Martin Holl beat Moritz Seider to the puck behind Detroit’s net and made 
a behind-the-back pass that sent the puck out front, where rookie 
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Michael Bunting eluded Nick Leddy and tapped the puck in for his 18th 
goal. The Leafs had six shots on net before the Wings had one.  

Overturned 

The Wings seemed to gain a bit of momentum midway through the first 
period. Dylan Larkin won a faceoff and the puck went back to Filip 
Hronek, who slid it along the blue line to Marc Staal. Staal wound up and 
sent the puck on net, with Campbell making an easy save. The puck 
bounced into the slot, where Raymond was surrounded by four Leafs but 
was able to get to the puck and fire a shot that went blocker-side. It took 
less than a minute for the Leafs to quash that momentum, though, as 
David Kampf scored when he tipped Mikheyev’s shot while battling 
Hronek in front of Detroit’s net. 

Overpowered 

The Leafs’ top line made a mockery of the Wings in the first half of the 
second period. Mitch Marner scored 33 seconds in, again at 4:13, and a 
third at 9:19, prompting handfuls of Leafs fan to acknowledge his natural 
hat trick by throwing their caps on the ice. Matthews and Bunting 
assisted on all three goals. Matthews scored his 37th goal with 1:22 to 
play in the period. 
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Detroit Red Wings' epic rally short in 10-7 loss to Toronto Maple Leafs: 
Game replay 

 

TYLER J. DAVIS ,  RYAN FORD   

 

Game notes: The Wings lost their most recent game, 5-2, to an elite 
team in the Colorado Avalanche. Robby Fabbri and Filip Zadina scored 
in the loss. ... The Leafs beat the Minnesota Wild on Thursday to end a 
three-game losing streak. 

Saturday's Original Six matchup features a matchup of three of the NHL's 
top rookies this season. For the Wings, of course, there's Lucas 
Raymond, who's tied with Anaheim's Trevor Zegras for the most points 
(39) among rookies, and Moritz Seider, who leads all rooks with 32 
assists and is third in points, two back of Raymond and Zegras. 

The Maple Leafs bring a solid rookie on their top line in Michael Bunting, 
who's tied for No. 1 among rookies with 17 goals. Nearly a quarter of 
those — four — have come in Bunting's two games against the Wings, 
including a hat trick in the Leafs' 7-4 comeback win on Jan. 29. 

The Wings will certainly be looking to stop the rookie, but they'll have to 
be careful; his line also features Mitch Marner, who has 17 goals and 31 
assists this season, and Auston Matthews, who picked up two goals 
Thursday to take over the NHL goals lead with 36. 
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'Fool's gold': Red Wings stage furious rally but fall 10-7 to Leafs 

 

TED KULFAN   | The Detroit News 

 

Detroit — If you fought through the traffic and got to Little Caesars Arena 
Saturday, you were entertained. 

It took a while, but you got your money's worth as the Red Wings put 
forth a furious rally only to lose 10-7. 

That's right, 10-7. A total of 17 goals, eight in the third period alone. But 
the Wings, who trailed 7-2 after two periods, couldn't pull off the 
incredible rally. 

"I'm sure it was exciting for the fans, and the building was loud," Red 
Wings coach Jeff Blashill said. "All I'm thinking about the fact this isn't 
good enough. It's fool's gold and that's not good enough. Our guys know, 
I hope our guys know, that what happened out there wasn't good 
enough." 

The first two periods were mostly a debacle for the Wings, who were 
outplayed by the Leafs in nearly every facet. There was a layer of boos 
serenading the Wings after the second period, and it was deserved. 

But the Wings scored four goals in a span of 4:46 early in the third 
period, cutting the Leafs lead to 7-6 and setting the LCA crowd into an 
uproar. 

Toronto's Ilya Mikheyev restored a two-goal Leafs lead, but Lucas 
Raymond scored his second goal, cutting the lead to 8-7 at 7:45. 

But Toronto's Ondrej Kase's short-handed goal at 10:33 gave the Leafs a 
9-7 lead and Mitch Marner scored his fourth goal of the game to make it 
10-7. 

The comeback was nice. The Wings didn't let the stench of the first 40 
minutes overwhelm them, and did something about it. But they allowed 
10 goals and largely didn't deserve to win. 

"We had a good push in the third, and you don't want to roll over and just 
give it to them" defenseman Marc Staal said. "I'm happy with the way we 
responded. But disappointed in our first and second periods. It was 
embarrassing. We had no pulse and we didn't deserve to win." 

Blashill saw hints of this coming after a lackluster Friday practice. 

play 

Wings' Jeff Blashill expects 'raucous crowd' vs. Leafs 

Red Wings coach Jeff Blashill talked about the rivalry against the Leafs in 
Saturday morning's news conference. 

THE DETROIT NEWS 

"I didn't like our vibe in practice," Blashill said. "I told the guys, I warned 
them, you can't turn the switch on, and I didn't love the vibe in practice 
and it manifested itself here tonight. I was hoping I was wrong but I was 
right and what you do every day is what you are. We better come and 
embrace practice more if we expect to win games." 

Blashill was pleased with the intensity, emotion and comeback in the 
third period, but the disappointment of the opening 40 minutes was 
telling. 

"I don't have mixed emotions," Blashill said. "I can look at things through 
clear eyes and I know it would have been great to come back and win 
and it would have been exciting and awesome, but there's no doubt I also 
know if we did that, that's not good enough. I'm worried about making 
sure it's better than that." 

Filip Hronek (who added three assists), Carter Rowney, Joe Veleno and 
Michael Rasmussen scored for the Wings during the third-period flurry, 
which chased goaltender Jack Campbell (Port Huron), who was replaced 
by former Red Wing Petr Mrazek. 

Toronto (34-14-4) scored three goals on goaltender Alex Nedeljkovic in 
just over 11 minutes and 13 shots to begin the game, leading to complete 
domination in the first 40 minutes. 
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Lucas Raymond and Sam Gagner scored for the Wings in the opening 
40 minutes before the offense kicked into overdrive in the third period. 
Thomas Greiss stopped 10 of 14 shots before Nedeljkovic (18 saves on 
24 shots) returned to begin the third period. 

"I felt bad for our goalies," Staal said. "We hung them out to dry." 

Toronto's top line of Marner (four goals, two assists), Auston Matthews 
(one goal, three assists) and Michael Bunting (one goal, four assists) 
were dominant, almost toying with the Wings. Marner's hat trick was the 
first of his career — he has 21 goals this season — and he scored his 
first three goals in a span of 8:46 in the second period. 

William Nylander and David Kampf added Toronto goals. 

Campbell stopped 20 of 25 shots before departing after Veleno's goal cut 
the Leafs lead to 7-5. Mrazek stopped four of six shots, just enough to 
save Toronto from a massively embarrassing loss. 

"We didn't deserve to be in the game and their goalie let a couple soft 
ones in and we got back into it," Staal said. "We didn't roll over. You're 
back in the game and it was such a crazy period. We're pushing so hard 
to get back into it. But we gave up some grade A chances they 
capitalized on." 
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Red Wings continue search for Seider's defensive partner 

 

TED KULFAN   | The Detroit News 

 

Detroit — Rookie defenseman Moritz Seider has the ability and skill set 
to play with any of the Red Wings' veteran defenseman. 

The minor issue has been finding the one who can mesh well with 
Seider. 

Coach Jeff Blashill had Danny DeKeyser playing with Seider early in 
Wednesday's game against Colorado. But DeKeyser's problems dealing 
with the Avalanche's size and speed forced Blashill to put Nick Leddy 
back with Seider, while DeKeyser was paired with Gustav Lindstrom. 

“Seids is developing into a really good player and the really good players 
can play with a lot of different partners, and certainly don’t need a partner 
to carry them,” Blashill said. “It’s more about matchups, specific 
situations. Certainly, chemistry matters. We’ve had an opportunity for 
Seids to play with a number of guys now and I don’t think it’s the biggest 
deal, we can kind of flip those guys in and out a little bit.” 

Seider has played with Leddy, Danny DeKeyser and Jordan Oesterle 
during the course of this season. Leddy has been a primary partner with 
Seider, but Blashill has tended go go away from the defensive pairing in 
recent weeks. 

“There were moments of good, moments of not so good, so we just at 
that time felt it was the right move to try to mix it a little bit,” Blashill said. 
“There’s also times with different matchups with different teams, 
depending on what their lines are like on the road." 

Blashill mentioned the Toronto Maple Leafs, with the varied looks the 
offensively dangerous Leafs can present. 

"Toronto is tough because you got the (John) Tavares line, but (Auston) 
Matthews can be such a beast that it’s kind of the way we feel we’ll stay 
going into the game," said Blashill, noting the Seider and Leddy 
combination was likely to remain against the Leafs. 

“We felt (the Avalanche) have a really strong top line and we’re going to 
see another one in Matthews’ (line),” Blashill said. “We just decided to try 
Leddy and Seider together against that group. Leddy is pretty strong on 
his skates and can battle a little bit against some of those bigger, heavier 
guys, like a ((Colorado's Mikko) Rantanen and a (Gabriel) Landeskog, 
like a Matthews.” 

Interestingly, Marc Staal is the lone veteran defenseman who has yet to 
see playing time with Seider. 

The fact Staal sees plenty of ice time in different situations, and the 
Wings try to manage the veteran's minutes, might be a factor in keeping 
the two big defenseman apart, along with the fact Staal can provide size 
on a separate pairing. 

"We have areas we think Staal excels in, he’s really good on the penalty 
kill, really good on three-on-fives,” Blashill said. “He gets lots of minutes 
in those situations. If you play with Seids, your minutes can get high. I 
don’t know if that puts Staalsie in a position to have the best success.” 

Homework assignment 

Whether forward Joe Veleno has been in Grand Rapids for brief times 
while the Wings have a slow schedule,and when Veleno is with the 
Wings, the messages from the coaching staff are the same. 

There are definite areas where Veleno needs to continue to work on if he 
wants a regular NHL spot. 

“Being stronger on the puck, protecting the puck better with my body, 
getting to those dirty areas a bit more," said Veleno, of the areas Blashill 
and his staff continue to concentrate on. "Being better defensively, being 
more aware of my own end. 

“I know there are times when my plays aren’t strong enough. I have to 
make sure I make those plays and not give lines I play against easy 
chances.” 
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Red Wings’ furious rally falls short in wild loss to Leafs 

 

Updated: Feb. 27, 2022, 1:19 a.m. | Published: Feb. 26, 2022, 10:10 p.m. 

By Ansar Khan | akhan1@mlive.com 

 

DETROIT – The Detroit Red Wings were so lousy through two periods 
Saturday that they switched goaltenders twice. 

Then, trailing by five, they surged in the third period to twice cut their 
deficit to one goal. 

The spirited rally fell short, however, as the Toronto Maple Leafs 
prevailed 10-7 in a wild one at Little Caesars Arena. 

Mitch Marner scored four goals, including a natural hat trick in the second 
period, and added a pair of assists for a six-point night. It was his first 
career hat trick. 

The Red Wings, trailing 8-7, had a excellent chance to tie it when Marner 
was called for tripping at 10:23 of the third. But Ondrej Case scored 
shorthanded just 10 seconds into the power play. 

The Red Wings had opportunities to get back to within a goal before 
Marner notched his fourth of the game with 4:19 remaining to make it 10-
7. 
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Alex Nedeljkovic made his first start in 12 days but didn’t last long, 
getting pulled at 10:33 of the first period after allowing three goals on 13 
shots. 

Thomas Greiss entered and allowed four goals on 12 shots, including 
three by Marner in a span of 8:46 in the second period, before 
Nedeljkovic re-entered at the start of the third. 

That’s when the Red Wings sprung to life, scoring four times in a span of 
4:46, getting goals from Filip Hronek, Carter Rowney, Joe Veleno and 
Michael Rasmussen to cut their deficit to 7-6. 

The Leafs replaced goalie Jack Campbell with Petr Mrazek, but even 
after Ilya Mikheyev made it 8-6, the Red Wings hung tight. Lucas 
Raymond scored his second of the game and 15th of the season to get 
his team back to within one at 7:45. 

That’s as close as they got, however. 

The Leafs have won six in a row against the Red Wings, outscoring them 
37-18, and are 15-1-2 in their past 18 games vs. Detroit. 

The Red Wings are 4-8-1 in their past 13 at home, after starting the 
season 11-3-1 at LCA. 

Raymond had an assist in addition to his two goals, giving him an NHL-
rookie leading 42 points. Hronek had a goal and three assists while 
Veleno had a goal and an assist. Moritz Seider and Marc Staal each 
contributed a pair of assists. 

After a poor start, the Red Wings cut Toronto’s lead to 2-1 when 
Raymond fired in a rebound from the slot at 10:33 of the first. 

The momentum was fleeting, however, as David Kampf scored on a net-
front tip just 33 seconds later. 

The Red Wings, for the second game in a row, were on their heels from 
the drop of the puck as the Leafs dominated the first few minutes. 

When Michael Nylander opened the scoring at 3:52, Toronto held a 7-0 
edge in shots. The Leafs moved the puck quickly up the ice to Nylander, 
who was one-on-one with Hronek and blasted in a shot from the face-off 
circle. 

Michael Bunting made it 2-0 at 6:48, backhanding the puck in from the 
crease after Nick Leddy lost coverage in front of the net. 
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Red Wings hope lessons were learned from previous game vs. Leafs 

 

Updated: Feb. 26, 2022, 12:29 p.m. | Published: Feb. 26, 2022, 12:29 
p.m. 

By Ansar Khan | akhan1@mlive.com 

 

The Toronto Maple Leafs dealt the Detroit Red Wings their most bitter 
defeat of the season in their most recent visit to Little Caesars Arena. 

The Red Wings had played outstanding for nearly 2½ periods on Jan. 29 
before a disastrous eight-minute stretch, during which Toronto scored 
five unanswered goals including a pair of empty-netters, for a 7-4 victory. 

The Red Wings hope lessons learned from that night will carry over into 
tonight’s game vs. the Leafs at LCA (7:30, Bally Sports Detroit). 

“They’re a great offensive team and if you don’t make them defend a lot, 
they’re going to put tons of pressure on you and you have to be 

outstanding defensively,” Red Wings coach Jeff Blashill said. “Eventually, 
if you defend too much you’re going to break down at some point, 
especially against a real good offensive team. If you ask me what the 
difference was from the first part of the game to the second part of the 
game, especially as they pushed more, we didn’t spend enough time in 
their zone and we spent too much time in our zone and we broke down 
and they capitalized. 

“Anytime you got a lead late in the third period, a good lead there for a 
while, and you lose it in regulation, it stings. Those sting hard because 
you know those are there to be won. Obviously, this is a team that is a 
rival team for both organizations and it was a great crowd, should have 
been a great night and we weren’t able to finish the job.” 

The Red Wings (23-23-6) haven’t been more than one game above or 
below .500 (excluding overtime/shootout losses) since mid-December. 
They haven’t been as sharp at home since then (4-7-1). 

Toronto (33-14-4) is 3-4-1 in its past eight. The Leafs have the top-rated 
power play in the NHL (30 percent) and are fifth in goals per game (3.53). 
They have five players with 43 or more points, led by Auston Matthews 
(64 points, including league-leading 36 goals). 

The Leafs have won five in a row against the Red Wings, outscoring 
them 27-11. 

Toronto is 14-1-2 in its past 17 vs. Detroit, whose lone regulation win 
during that stretch was on Dec. 15, 2017 (3-1), in the first meeting 
between the teams at LCA. 

As always when Toronto is in town, there will be a lot of Leafs fans in the 
building. 

“I’d like it to be all red but the fact that it’s filtered with some blue in there 
makes for a raucous crowd for sure,” Blashill said. “They go back and 
forth and it’s an awesome environment, one of the best environments we 
play in every year, and I expect it to be the same tonight.” 

This game originally was scheduled to be played in Toronto but was 
switched due to COVID-19 attendance restrictions in Canada. The April 
26 game between the teams, originally scheduled for LCA, will be played 
in Toronto. 

Blashill said everyone who played in Wednesday’s 5-2 loss to Colorado 
is available tonight. 
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Detroit Red Wings vs Toronto Maple Leafs: Picks & Best Bets 

 

Updated: Feb. 26, 2022, 9:16 a.m. | Published: Feb. 26, 2022, 9:16 a.m. 

By Pickswise 

 

Pickswise provides exclusive sports betting content to MLive.com, 
including picks, analysis, tools, games and sportsbook offers to help 
bettors get in on the action. Please wager responsibly. 

The Detroit Red Wings will be trying to avoid their first losing streak in 
exactly one month when they host the Toronto Maple Leafs on Saturday. 
Detroit has not dropped two consecutive games since it lost three in a 
row from January 21-26. Unfortunately for the Red Wings, alternating 
wins and losses – which is basically what they have done over the past 
four weeks – is not going to cut it if they want to make an improbable 
push for a wild-card spot in the playoffs. Speaking of the playoffs, 
Toronto will almost certainly do no worse than snag one of the Eastern 
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Conference wild cards and it is still in contention for the Atlantic Division 
title. 

In this Original Six matchup, Toronto has been the far superior side 
throughout the season. Although the Maple Leafs have not been in great 
form coming out of the all-star break, a 3-1 win on Thursday over a 
Minnesota team that is in fourth place in the Western Conference should 
do a lot from a confidence perspective. Auston Matthews has been on a 
tear of late, to the extent that his pair of goals on Thursday propelled him 
into the league lead with 36 on the season. Matthews has lit the lamp 12 
times in the last 12 contests to go along with 13 assists in the last 14. 

It’s hard to see Detroit getting the puck past Toronto goalie Jack 
Campbell enough times to keep up on Saturday, because “enough” may 
have to be something like four or five goals. In fact, the Red Wings might 
even need more than that. These two clubs faced each other on January 
29 and the Leafs rolled to a 7-5 victory. 

There is not a whole lot of value on a lofty -205 money line, so we 
suggest backing Toronto on the -1.5 puck line because a win by multiple 
goals pays out at +125. 

Over 6.5 

Toronto’s lineup is quite simply loaded with stars in a way that Detroit 
probably can’t contain them for three periods – and maybe not even for 
one. That was just proven in last month’s contest. The Red Wings have 
failed to deal with other top offenses in recent weeks, as well. They 
surrendered five goals to Colorado on Wednesday and seven against 
Minnesota on February 14. The Leafs have five guys with at least 43 
points, including Matthews with 64 and both Mitch Marner and John 
Tavares coming in at 48. Another long day at the office for the Wings’ 
blue line can be anticipated. 

If there is any good news for the home team, it’s that Toronto allowed 15 
goals in its three games prior to beating Minnesota. Although Campbell’s 
overall numbers in 2021-22 are stellar, he has given up nine goals in his 
last two starts and he has surrendered at least four goals in four of his 
last six. This has all the makings of a fast-paced, high-scoring battle. 
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Toronto Maple Leafs vs. Detroit Red Wings - NHL (2/26/22) | Faceoff, 
How to Watch, Preview 

 

Updated: Feb. 26, 2022, 9:19 a.m. | Published: Feb. 26, 2022, 9:07 a.m. 

By Tyler Kuehl | tkuehl@mlive.com 

 

After a rough loss against an old rival on Wednesday, the Detroit Red 
Wings look to bounce back against a current, and even older, rival on 
Saturday night, as they welcome the Toronto Maple Leafs back to town 
for the second time this season. 

Rust was apparent in the Red Wings’ second meeting of the season 
against the Colorado Avalanche. Detroit surrendered a pair of goals in 
the opening perio, but bounced back with a better second period with 
Filip Zadina’s seventh goal of the season. However, the Avs bounced 
back with two more goals, and by the time Robby Fabbri potted his 14th 
goal of the season, it was too little, too late, as the Wings fell to Colorado 
for the second time this season by a final score of 5-2. 

Detroit’s gap on the Boston Bruins for the final Wild Card spot in the 
Eastern Conference has now expanded to 10 points. 

The Leafs return to Motown on a bit of a slumber. In the month of 
February, they are just 4-4-1, and are losers in their last three games, 
including a loss to the last-place Montreal Canadiens on Monday. 
Currently, they are third in the Atlantic Division with 70 points, five back 
of the Florida Panthers, but just six ahead of the Bruins. 

However, Toronto has had the upper hand on the Wings so far this 
season. They have won each of the first two meetings, including a 7-4 
come-from-behind win in Detroit late last month. 
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Capitals hit a low point, drop second straight out of break to woeful Flyers 

 

Samantha Pell 

5-6 minutes 2/26/2022 

 

PHILADELPHIA — Washington Capitals Coach Peter Laviolette took a 
seat in front of assembled media after his team’s 2-1 loss Saturday 
afternoon to the lowly Philadelphia Flyers. There was frustration on his 
face and exasperation in his voice. 

“We have not been good enough,” Laviolette said of his team’s recent 
stretch of play. “That is the bottom line. We are capable of playing better. 
We are capable of playing better in that first period [Saturday], and we 
didn’t. That has to be corrected.” 

The Capitals hit a low point Saturday, losing to a Flyers team that sat in 
the basement of the Metropolitan Division entering the game. 
Washington was coming off Thursday’s ugly 4-1 loss to the New York 
Rangers at Madison Square Garden. The Capitals begin a three-game 
homestand Monday against the Toronto Maple Leafs. 

Washington is 8-11-2 in 2022. 

“We got to start finding our game,” winger Carl Hagelin said. “We got to 
go on a run where we play well game in, game out. We can’t have one 
good game, one average game, one bad game, one good game. We got 
to find that consistency. If we do that, we’ll be fine. But it’s time to find it.” 

Washington’s rocky goaltending situation has been the story of the 
season for a team that quickly has found itself in a downward spiral. The 
narrative continued Saturday, with the spotlight focused again on Ilya 
Samsonov. 

Claude Giroux gave the Flyers a 1-0 lead 11 seconds into the game off a 
drop pass from the high slot. The Flyers doubled their lead by the end of 
the opening frame when Cam Atkinson scored on an odd-man rush. 
Atkinson’s goal was off a rolling puck, and he beat Samsonov short side. 

The Capitals weren’t providing Samsonov with much support in front, but 
Samsonov did himself few favors. 

T.J. Oshie, playing just his second game since he was injured Jan. 15, 
cut the Flyers’ lead in half with a power-play goal with 13:07 left in the 
second period. 

Washington started generating more pressure in the third but failed to 
find the equalizer. 

“It’s unacceptable for us,” defenseman John Carlson said. “We expect a 
lot better. … There’s no panic, but we owe it to each other to go on a run. 
We know how tight things are and how much things can change quickly. 
We feel urgency, but I wouldn’t call it panic.” 
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Samsonov made a few big saves to keep the game within reach, but the 
early errors were too much to overcome. Samsonov’s afternoon got off to 
a rough start even before the game. The netminder left warmups early 
after he got stung by a shot from one of his teammates. He got checked 
out and was cleared to make his scheduled start. 

Samsonov has yet to have any major injuries this season. There have 
been a couple of tweaks, but he has yet to miss a game. 

Pheonix Copley was Samsonov’s backup Saturday with Vitek Vanecek 
still on injured reserve. Vanecek has been out since Feb. 1 with an 
upper-body injury. 

Here is what to know from the Capitals’ loss: 

Schultz out, Kempny in 

Defenseman Justin Schultz did not play after the team said he took a 
maintenance day Friday. Schultz was on the ice for warmups Saturday 
but did not take any line rushes. Michal Kempny took Schultz’s place in 
the lineup. 

Schultz played Thursday night in New York after he was injured Feb. 15 
against the Nashville Predators. Schultz had replaced Carlson on the 
Capitals’ top power-play unit in New York after Washington’s special 
teams woes continued. With Schultz out Saturday, Carlson was back in 
his normal spot on the first power-play unit. 

No forward corps changes 

Despite the Capitals’ offensive struggles Thursday against the Rangers, 
Laviolette opted to keep the forward lines intact for Saturday’s matchup. 
Washington felt it had ample shots on goal but just couldn’t capitalize. 

The Capitals avoided a shutout against the Rangers only because of 
Alex Ovechkin’s late goal. 

On Saturday, Daniel Sprong was a healthy scratch for the second-
straight game. Rookies Joe Snively and Connor McMichael remained in. 

Snively has been averaging just under 12 minutes in his 11 appearances 
this season. He had a nice chance all alone in front of the net midway 
through the second period, but Flyers goalie Carter Hart made the save. 

McMichael has mainly skated on the third line with Lars Eller. His last 
goal was Feb. 10 against the Montreal Canadiens. 

Wilson throws hands 

Tom Wilson fought for the fourth time this season. After a fairly quiet few 
months, he has fought twice in the past two weeks. Wilson did not 
instigate the fight with Zack MacEwen in the first period Saturday. 

MacEwen didn’t like Wilson’s hit on him near the Capitals’ bench and 
proceeded to drop the gloves and go after Wilson. Wilson, who looked 
like he wanted no part of the fight, quickly had to drop the gloves as well. 
Both players got fighting majors, but MacEwen was dinged for the extra 
minor penalty for roughing — not instigating. 
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‘We’ve not been good enough’: Capitals frustrated over slump 

 

by Bijan Todd 

 

Snagging wins against struggling teams like the Flyers were necessary in 
order to pull Washington out of their current slide. After giving up a goal 
just 11 seconds into the contest, the Caps were unable to generate 

enough offense to force the game to overtime. Both players and coaches 
now find themselves frustrated over the team’s lack of energy. 

“We’ve not been good enough. That’s the bottom line,” head coach Peter 
Laviolette said postgame Saturday. “We’re capable of playing better in 
that first period, we didn’t. That has to be corrected.” 

Slow starts have been one of many blights that have stifled the Capitals 
this season. It seems as though, as Andrew Gillis noted earlier, when 
one hole gets plugged within Washington’s gameplay, another one 
springs up. The window to make up ground in the division is closing fast. 

But it was the slow start that largely doomed the Capitals in Philadelphia. 

“It feels like the battle is even harder from the get-go, and I think it’s more 
of a mental thing starting down 1-0 that early,” John Carlson said. “We 
had 59 and a half minutes left to score one goal to even it up.” 

T.J. Oshie supplied the only Capitals’ goal on the afternoon—a dazzling, 
if surprising, strike on the power play. Special teams have been 
Washington’s Achilles heel all season, as they sit 29th in the NHL in net 
power play percentage, 22nd in power play goals and have given up the 
league’s second-most shorthanded goals against. 

Power play worries combined with shaky play from Ilya Samsonov and 
injuries to Vitek Vanecek see Washington hitting a nasty slump at an 
inopportune time. Four of the next six Caps opponents have a winning 
record, and the gap between Washington and Columbus (who sit just 
behind them in the Metropolitan) seems ever-shrinking as the Blue 
Jackets have gone 7-3 in their last ten games. 

Consistency, both to start games and over weeklong stretches, has been 
absent over the last couple of months. 

“When you dig yourself a hole like that, it’s hard to come back. It doesn’t 
matter how well you play the rest of the game,” Carl Hagelin said. “We 
gotta start finding our game…we can’t have one good game, one 
average game, one bad game, one good game. We gotta find that 
consistency. If we do that, we’ll be fine, but it’s time to find it.”  

Breakdowns on both sides of the puck were evident against Philadelphia, 
a team Washington should’ve been able to handle. To jump back into the 
fray and gain ground on the top of the conference—rather than just tread 
water—the Capitals need to do something they haven’t done since 
November and string together three-plus wins at a time. 

“We were chasing the game, which is where we’ve been for the last 
month and a half," Laviolette said, "We’re just chasing games." 
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Capitals fall behind early, lose 2-1 to Flyers 

 

by Andrew Gillis 

4-4 minutes 

 

The omen for the Capitals on Saturday in Philadelphia was set 11 
seconds into the afternoon. T 

They fell behind after a Claude Giroux goal on the opening shift and 
never took the lead, or even tied the game, in a 2-1 loss to the Flyers at 
Wells Fargo Center. The final 40 minutes were controlled by the Capitals, 
but it wasn't enough. 

The Capitals are now 28-17-9 on the season with the Maple Leafs up 
next on Monday. 
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Here are a few takeaways from the afternoon in Philadelphia: 

The Capitals entered Saturday's game having won five consecutive road 
wins in Philadelphia, but had that streak snapped despite a wave of 
offensive pressure in the final 40 minutes. Flyers netminder Carter Hart 
stood tall and stopped 27 of the Capitals' 28 shots. 

The Flyers opened the scoring early and dominated the first 20 minutes 
in every facet of the game. It turned out to be all they needed to beat the 
Capitals.  

It took all of 11 seconds for the Capitals to put themselves in a hole.  

Giroux's goal on the first shift of the game ending any hope for a quick 
start for Washington. It was the Flyers’ fastest goal scored to start a 
game in nearly 33 years.  

The Capitals then didn’t score on a power play opportunity beginning at 
the 30 second-mark, as their first period started and ended in disaster. 

Welcome back, T.J.  

The Capitals have missed T.J. Oshie both off and on the ice this season, 
and Saturday, they got a look as to what they’ve been missing.  

Oshie, in just his 20th game of the season, scored on the power play to 
cut the Flyers lead to 2-1 in the second period. It was a vintage Oshie 
goal, as he took his spot at the center of the team’s top power play and 
fired a shot to the roof.  

Washington’s power play hasn’t been good so far this season, certainly 
due to some of the absences they’ve had, and Oshie’s return should 
mean good things for the struggling man-advantage. 

Offense struggles again 

The Capitals have come back from their long break with a thud.  

In losses to the Flyers and New York Rangers, they have scored just two 
goals — one of which was Oshie's power play goal, and the other was 
from Alex Ovechkin the dying seconds of Thursday's loss to the Rangers 
in a 4-1 loss. 

Through 120 minutes of game time since returning from a week off, 
they've scored just one five-on-five goal. 

No Schultz; Kempny draws in 

Justin Schultz wasn’t in the lineup for the Capitals, as Michal Kempny 
took his spot in the lineup on the back-end for Saturday afternoon.  

Schultz took a maintenance day Friday and was on the ice for pregame 
warmup, but didn’t dress. The Capitals moved Trevor van Riemsdyk over 
to the right side and Kempny paired with him on the third pairing.  

It’s unclear if Schultz will miss time moving forward, but for a team that 
has been plagued by injuries all season long, any absences are clearly 
problematic. 
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The Athletic / ESPN’s NHL TV rights deal previews the future of 
American sports broadcasting landscape 

 

By Sean Shapiro  

Feb 26, 2022  

  

The NHL is back on ABC this weekend. 

It’s not the first time — there was an ABC game on the Friday after 
Thanksgiving, and the All-Star Game in Las Vegas was aired there — but 
Saturday’s tilt between the New York Rangers and Pittsburgh Penguins 
feels like the start of a true ramp-up for NHL coverage on broadcast 
television over public airwaves. 

There’s an ABC NHL broadcast scheduled for each of the next nine 
Saturdays, and ABC will be more heavily involved once the NHL playoffs 
start as well, including the Stanley Cup Final on ABC. 

It’s an intentional and notable shift for NHL TV viewership in the United 
States. 

When ESPN secured national rights to the NHL through the A package, it 
was designed as a symbiotic relationship for ESPN and the NHL. 

The league was looking to get away from NBC with hopes of getting both 
a better payday, which it did, and getting the sport back onto platforms 
that help drive sports conversation beyond the traditional hockey fan. 
ESPN, and Turner, are more widely available and have a more casual 
sports viewership, while the typical NBCSN viewer, which has since been 
shut down, wasn’t captivating the casual fan audience. 

ESPN, and its parent company Disney, are betting big on the future of 
streaming and trying to become the behemoth in the market across 
multiple platforms with Disney+ and Hulu. 

Acquiring the NHL out-of-market package, which many don’t realize had 
already been run by Disney Streaming Services when it was under the 
NHL.tv branding, and putting together a national deal that allowed for 
streaming exclusives was key for ESPN’s interest. It’s why every 
American team will have at least one game that’s an ESPN+/Hulu 
exclusive this season — it’s a chance to capture a subscriber in each 
NHL market. 

This mentality also allowed ESPN to structure a schedule of traditional 
television coverage that fit its other priorities and more costly obligations. 
In a football-mad country, NFL and college football understandably 
dominate ESPN’s coverage of live games from August through the end of 
the calendar year. 

The NHL knew this would happen at the pseudo midpoint of the NHL 
season, which is frankly hard to define in a year with so many schedule 
changes. And those within the league have been pleased with the TV 
viewership on both ESPN and TNT, the other national TV partner. 

On ESPN, ratings are up 28 percent compared to the 2019-20 season on 
NBCSN. Viewership for TNT’s Wednesday night broadcasts is up 14 
percent compared to Wednesday evenings on NBCSN during the 2019-
20 season. 

It’s what the NHL was hoping for when NBC decided not to use its right 
of first refusal for the rights, allowing the league to eventually settle up 
with ESPN and Turner. It was a move that came with a dramatic price 
increase for rights fees, an average of $645 million per season 
combined, and also has led to more Americans watching hockey on 
traditional television, even if fewer games thus far have been available by 
traditional methods. 

Within ESPN it’s already being seen as a productive first season with 
hockey back in the fold. 

“We are about 60 games in and for starters it’s been a lot of fun,” said 
Mark Gross ESPN’s senior vice president overseeing NHL coverage. 
“The things we laid out early when we met with the league in August, 
have come to fruition.” 

The national exclusive streaming games have come with the biggest 
learning curve, particularly in-market when fans can’t find the team’s 
game on traditional television. 

The messaging on this has gotten better and it’s not as startling as it was 
at the beginning of the season, but each week team social media 
accounts and writers (this one included) get inundated with questions 
about how to find the hockey game. 
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Gross said ESPN treats the ESPN+ exclusives with the same care that 
they treat a traditional television game. ESPN doesn’t share streaming 
numbers — it’s a Disney policy — but stated that these ESPN+ 
exclusives have driven subscriptions and hockey viewership within the 
platform throughout the season. 

Outside of game coverage, ESPN has amplified its coverage of the NHL 
in other programming, and the sport is at least starting to get a seat at 
the table on legacy programs like SportsCenter. The NHL is still playing 
third fiddle to the NBA and the NFL when it comes to quantity of 
coverage, but now the sport has at least been invited on stage for the 
occasional performance. 

A key in that regard was the creation of a hockey studio show, The Point, 
which now airs on ESPN2. The Point represents both a commitment to 
the sport and became a content generator that other programs have 
been able to piggyback off of. 

Without the studio show, ESPN isn’t likely looking to build and promote 
close to 10-minute player featurettes, like it’s recently done on Jack 
Hughes and Trevor Zegras. 

When ESPN secured the NHL rights it was seen as a big win for those 
like John Buccigross and Linda Cohn, who had pushed for NHL coverage 
within and have both taken on various elevated roles in hockey coverage. 

Buccigross compared the NHL’s return to ESPN to a family getting back 
together and in his mind, the studio show he frequently hosts is a 
testament to what ESPN can do as a carrier for coverage. He noted this 
during NHL All-Star weekend while showing a Tweet from a viewer that 
said The Point, “actually make Gary Bettman likable,” when Buccigross 
asked him to discuss chicken parmesan on air. 

Gross also singled out The Point as one of his sources of pride thus far 
with NHL coverage, noting how outside of the league-owned network, 
hockey fans haven’t had a regular daytime TV program in the United 
States for decades. 

When ESPN initially got the rights, it had considered trying to hire a 
national insider and reporter, similar to the role Adam Schefter and 
Adrian Wojnarowski have with the NFL and NBA. 

That hire never happened, which is a compliment to Emily Kaplan. 

ESPN knew it was going to elevate Kaplan’s role when it acquired the 
rights, but her comfort level as a rink-side reporter at the start of the 
season, and her collection of scoops during the offseason gave ESPN’s 
top brass proof it didn’t need to seek out another insider. 

“We knew what we had with Emily,” said Ilan Ben-Hanan, ESPN’s senior 
vice president, programming and acquisitions. “She’s taken that role and 
she’s just shown us how much she can do with it.” 

Kevin Weekes, who still juggles work between ESPN and NHL Network, 
also helped fill the news breaker role in addition to being a fixture on both 
game and studio broadcasts. 

ESPN did swing for some Hall of Fame hockey names, first approaching 
Wayne Gretzky (who eventually signed with Turner) before hiring Chris 
Chelios and Mark Messier for studio work. Messier and Chelios are going 
to be more heavily featured in the second half of the season, which lines 
up with more games on ABC and traditional television. 

One key for Messier and Chelios is consistency going forward, 
something those within the network believe will come with more 
repetitions and something Steve Levy has been, by design or not, 
responsible for ferrying toward success. 

For ESPN, measuring success also comes with a digital element, both on 
social media and on its own website. The larger viewership of the Zegras 
lacrosse-style assist, even with the discourse after John Tortorella’s 
comments, is frequently pointed to by ESPN personnel as an example of 
how much ESPN’s platform can promote the game. 

According to an ESPN spokesperson, hockey engagement with ESPN 
digital platforms has grown significantly, highlighted by digital video views 
of hockey content on ESPN growing 276 percent compared to the 2020-
21 season. 

And that’s the way we need to think about the ESPN deal. It was billed as 
a television deal in name, but both the league and the network are 
heavily weighing its success in streaming and digital viewership as the 
new barometer — which is why we often hear the cliched line, “NHL has 
a younger and tech-savvy audience,” from various league and TV 
officials. 

The ESPN-NHL deal is also providing a glimpse into the future for other 
American sports fans, who may have missed this preview, or warning, by 
not paying attention to what’s happened with European soccer 
viewership. Future TV deals for other sports leagues will — or already do 
in the case of the NFL and Amazon — have streaming exclusives built-in 
and will continue to be a pressing point for networks. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Marner, 'dumbfounded' Maple Leafs salvage highest-
scoring win since '80s 

 

Luke Fox@lukefoxjukebox 

February 27, 2022, 12:25 AM 

 

“Welcome to the 1980s!” Sportsnet play-by-play czar Chris Cuthbert said 
during a third period that should’ve forced TV viewers to adjust their 
antennae. Or duck outside and check their driveway for a DeLorean. 

Because what in the name of Miroslav Frycer were they watching? 

The final score was 10-7. 

And, no, neither the Detroit Lions nor the Toronto Argonauts were 
playing. 

Same goes for the four goalies involved, three of whom were pulled due 
to performance. 

“Wild game, completely,” Mitch Marner said. 

“I've never played in a game like that," Auston Matthews said. “I don’t 
really have words for that third.” 

The Toronto Maple Leafs led the Detroit Red Wings 7-2 after 40 minutes 
on Saturday. 

In a night terror disguised as reality, the Leafs saw that goose-down 
cushion flatten to 7-6, then 8-7, before they pulled Jack Campbell, 
burned their timeout, and beared down. 

“Dumbfounded” is how coach Sheldon Keefe described his bench. 

“Hockey’s a funny game,” Michael Bunting said. “It wasn’t that fun to be a 
part of because we were getting scored on, and then it was fun again. It 
was up and down emotions.” 

Key rush goals from depth wingers Ilya Mikheyev and Ondrej Kase 
(shorthanded) righted the ship and stunted a crowd-charged comeback. 

“Adversity comes in different forms,” Keefe said. “When push came to 
shove, our team rose up.” 
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So, the Leafs sigh relief and jet out of Motown on the happy side of the 
franchise’s highest-scoring game since the Leafs defeated the Edmonton 
Oilers 11-9 on Jan. 8, 1986. 

Frycer — Petr Mrazek’s first agent — snapped four goals for Toronto that 
night. Wayne Gretzky ripped a hat trick and posted six points. 

In Saturday’s throwback, it was Marner hitting the Wings with four goals 
and six points, while the hottest trio in hockey, Bunting–Matthews–
Marner, combined for a ridiculous six goals and 15 points. 

“That line was outstanding today,” Keefe praised. 

Marner gets his trick 

On 14 occasions in his six seasons, Marner has scored twice in a single 
game. But not until Saturday has he triggered the caps to rain. 

Well, Marner did so in style Saturday, scoring a natural hat trick in a span 
of eight minutes and 46 seconds during a dominant second period. 

“It was pretty cool. I won't lie,” Marner said. 

Marner hit ’em with the four to cap off the night, thanks to a very Marner-
esque setup by Bunting. 

Can’t buy a save 

All four goalies appeared in Saturday’s shootout, Detroit’s Alex 
Nedeljkovic twice. 

Here are their save percentages: .800, .760, .750, .714. 

Pretty, it was not. 

Keefe started the suddenly shaky Campbell, in part, because he wanted 
to give him a game in his home state of Michigan. 

But Campbell was so out of sorts to start the third period — allowing four 
goals in a five-minute span — that he was yanked with a lead. 

Although the coach knew he was putting Mrazek in “a horrible spot,” 
throwing him in cold and late as the Wings stormed, he also couldn’t 
stand there and let Campbell’s confidence crumble. Or two points slip 
away. 

The goaltending is a growing issue in Toronto. 

One must believe Mrazek starts Monday in Washington, right? 

Is Robertson being showcased? 

“Time flies,” said Nick Robertson as he conducted his Detroit pre-game 
media availability inside the dressing room of the Little Caesars AAA 
club, his alma mater. 

Robertson — also a former Toronto Red Wing in his minor hockey travels 
— found himself back in a familiar town facing some familiar colours. 

“It’s kind of surreal. It kind of brings you back,” Robertson went on. “I was 
proud to wear these colours, and now I’m here playing for the Leafs.” 

The 20-year-old was stuck in snowy traffic Friday, expecting a trip to 
Rochester with the AHL Marlies when he received a call from GM Kyle 
Dubas. The highly touted and often injured prospect was getting called 
up to the Show. 

Pleased with his progression since returning from October’s broken leg 
but believing he needs more reps to reach his “absolute best,” Dubas’s 
call took the winger by surprise. 

Unlike the 2020 playoff bubble and his six appearances in the Canadian 
Division, this time Robertson would be performing for fans. 

"I'm just excited,” he said. “To be in a familiar area like Michigan, 
because I grew up here, it's nice to have some family friends come out 
for the game." 

With Pierre Engvall sidelined due to illness, Robertson skated 9:19 on 
the fourth line, nearly scoring on a wraparound attempt, registering three 
shots with a minus-1 rating, and taking a boarding penalty. 

An NHL-level left wing, Kyle Clifford, was already on the Leafs roster. So, 
was Robertson being rewarded for his determined play on the farm? Or 
is he being showcased a few weeks out from the trade deadline? 

“Anything’s possible,” Robertson told The Athletic’s Joshua Kloke of the 
March 21 trade deadline. “I’ve got to prepare myself and showcase 
myself out there for any possibilities.” 

“I’ve seen guys get traded out of nowhere, and they thought they were 
going to be somewhere forever. Like I said, I want to play as well as 
possible. And after the deadline, if I’m here, I’m here. I don’t know what’s 
going to happen.” 

Keefe says the Leafs will take it a day at a time with Robertson: “We 
want to give him some more experience and an opportunity to grow.” 

Bunting says he won’t alter his greasy, in-your-grill, crawl-under-your-skin 
style of play despite his recent $2,000 fine for embellishment. 

He vows to continue to crash the crease, stare down opponents, and 
absorb their hacks and whacks. 

“I’m willing to put the body on the line,” Bunting said. “If I get cross-
checked and taken down, it's a power play for the team. 

“That gritty style—I don’t shy away from that,” he went on. “It gets me into 
the game. It kinda wakes me up. So, I don’t mind it.” 

Keefe shrugged off the ding for diving. Because the emotional Bunting is 
always in the thick of the action, officials are paying attention. 

“The big thing with Bunts is that he’s an absolute competitor,” Keefe said. 
“Because he’s involved in everything, he’s usually the most hated guy on 
the ice.” 

When Toronto visited Detroit last month, Bunting registered a hat trick. 
Matthews teased his winger, asking if he’d be eating the same pre-game 
meal. Bunting conceded he probably would. Chicken and pasta. Typical. 

The food fueled Bunting’s five-point showing and a climb up the Calder 
Trophy power rankings. 

He co-leads all rookies in goals (18) and now ranks second in points 
(40). 

Some nice insight into the Red Wings’ stud freshmen by teammate Sam 
Gagner on Spittin’ Chiclets this week. 

Gagner on Mortiz Seider: “He has great hockey IQ. He's one of those 
guys who isn't afraid of the moment — ever. If you saw a clip earlier in 
the year, after a whistle, he just takes the puck from [Victor] Hedman and 
is just toying with him. It's situations like that that he's just not scared of 
the moment, which is awesome. I imagine in playoff hockey he’s going to 
be an absolute beast.” 

Gagner on Lucas Raymond, who enjoyed a three-point Saturday: “He 
controls the game like a Mitch Marner would. Everything kind of goes 
through him. The puck’s on his stick all the time. He makes a ton of great 
plays. He's got amazing hockey IQ. And he’s one of those guys who just 
keeps getting better as the year goes on. It's been awesome. Both those 
kids, they're great kids, too. They want to get better. So, it's been a lot of 
fun.” 

One-Timers: Jake Muzzin (concussion) was spotted around the Maple 
Leafs practice facility Friday, which is a positive sign. If he’s healthy 
before season’s end, he’ll play…. John Tavares did not get a point 
Saturday, extending his goal drought to 12 games, his longest since 
2011-12…. Justin Holl had himself a three-assist, plus-3 night, a fine 
response after consecutive healthy scratches…. Ilya Lyubushkin 
registered his first point as a Leaf. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Looking at what Canucks' J.T. Miller can provide to an 
acquiring team 

 

Shayna Goldman@hayyyshayyy 

February 26, 2022, 11:24 AM 

 

If you haven’t heard rumours swirling around J.T. Miller’s future, you may 
be living under a rock. The Canucks obviously haven’t made a firm 
stance on what the outcome of this situation will be; general manager 
Patrik Allvin recently said that they could see a future with the forward in 
Vancouver. While that may be true, it’s undeniable what a trade of this 
magnitude could bring back — and that’s why it’s a legitimate 
conversation. 

An acquiring team wouldn’t get a rental in the soon-to-be 29-year-old. As 
noted on CapFriendly.com, Miller still has another full season on his 
contract with a cap hit of $5.25 million. That means two potential playoff 
runs. As the Lightning have shown with their acquisitions in recent years 
of Blake Coleman and Barclay Goodrow, that can be the ideal route to 
extend a playoff window — even if the team can’t retain the player past 
their current contract. 

That’s why teams around the league, including the New York Rangers, 
Boston Bruins, and Toronto Maple Leafs, have been so inclined to 
inquire about the forward. 

As for the new-look Canucks front office, they have their work cut out for 
them to get this team back into the playoff picture on a sustainable basis. 
While having a player like Miller helps them in the near future, the assets 
they could get back for two playoff runs, versus just one next year at the 
deadline, could be game-changing to speed along the process. However, 
since they don’t have to move him now, and can punt the decision to the 
offseason or next deadline, they can leverage that to increase the return. 

What could give Vancouver pause, and of course, entice acquiring 
teams, is what Miller brings to a lineup on the ice. 

While moving Miller will leave a hole in the Canucks lineup, but they’d be 
selling high thanks to his impressive scoring. So far, he has 20 goals and 
37 assists for 57 points in 51 games. That leads the team by a wide 
margin of 16 points; the next best scorer is Quinn Hughes with 41 points. 
Even when accounting for ice time, the forward still leads the team. His 
raw counts put his scoring total at the second-best of his career in fewer 
games, but when accounting for minutes played, that 3.2 points per 60 
scoring rate leads the way. He’s managed this all the while it’s been a 
pretty challenging year in Vancouver, especially ahead of the coaching 
change. 

With Miller, teams would be adding a versatile forward. That’s one of the 
biggest benefits. First, there’s positional flexibility. While the early years 
of his career didn’t see him successfully shift to centre often, he played 
the pivotal position at points in Tampa Bay and now with the Canucks; 
just last night that was between Tanner Pearson and Conor Garland in 
the top-six. But he can easily shift to wing too if a team’s already stacked 
down the middle. 

Boston could use a second-line centre like Miller. Toronto could use him 
as a top-six winger or a third-line centre, if they preferred. New York has 
options, too, whether it’s on the wing this year and then down the middle 
depending on Ryan Strome’s future. 

Then there’s versatility in his usage. In Vancouver, he’s become an all 
situation forward. While he may not be the most complete, two-way force, 

his offensive skill does translate to short-handed play since he can help 
disrupt the opposing team’s power-play formations. 

But the highlight of his game is his play at the other end of the ice, both 
at even strength at on the man advantage. 

At 5-on-5, he’s one of the best Canucks at getting the puck into the zone 
with control — ranking third behind Nils Högland and Conor Garland with 
13.0 entries per 60. And no one in Vancouver has a higher rate of entries 
followed by a scoring chance. 

His scoring plays come both off the rush and the cycle. That transitional 
ability obviously plays into the chances generated off the rush. As for the 
cycle plays, it’s his passing, shooting, and his tendency to retrieve pucks 
that helps Vancouver’s offence click. 

In the offensive zone, he’s one of the team leaders in loose puck 
retrievals, whether it’s after a shot or a rebound, or while being pressured 
by his opponents. That’s what can often spark a play, or keep a scoring 
opportunity going. 

Miller isn’t close to the most frequent shooter in Vancouver, but he 
makes the best of his opportunities. A team-leading 62.7 percent of his 5-
on-5 shots come from the slot — whether he’s taking a shot, or using his 
size to be in a position to redirect one of his teammates’ attempts. 

Shooting isn’t his only strength, though. No one’s attempted more 
offensive zone passes than Miller on the team this season, with 54.1 per 
60. And almost 70 percent of those pass attempts have successfully 
connected with his teammates. So many coaches look for players who 
can move the puck ‘north and south’ for more of a straight-line game. 
With his passing, he does that at one of the highest rates on the team, 
but he also can move the puck east-to-west as well. 

Along with that high volume of passing, quality puck movement is a key 
aspect of it. Miller’s among the best in Vancouver, and around the 
league, at sending the puck to the slot for his teammates. Sometimes, 
those passes come when sees his teammates set up with time and 
space in the higher danger areas, like the clip of Brock Boeser’s shot 
shows below. 

Those skills all translate to the man-advantage, whether he’s the passer 
or the shooter like he was last night against Calgary. 

Or, if he’s generating a chance off the rush as pictured below against 
Ottawa. Miller can cut through defenders and has the hands to make a 
skillful play in tight. 

But on a team with their formations already set, he can shift positions if 
asked to a net-front role as well. 

In Vancouver, especially earlier in the year as the team struggled, he 
tried to be the leading player which obviously can intensify some 
pressure and lead to mistakes. 

If (or when) Miller’s traded, he’ll likely join a deeper playoff team which 
should influence his usage. Right now, he’s 10th in the league in average 
ice time at 20:58. But that could alleviate some pressure of him having to 
be the contributor, instead of one of the leading scorers when the stakes 
rise in the playoffs. 

As Miller continues to build on what could become a career year, the 
interest around the league likely only rises for the competitive forward 
would add both a physical and skillful edge to any contender. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Jets fail another litmus test to Avalanche as significant 
decisions loom 
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Ken Wiebe@WiebesWorld 

February 26, 2022, 8:46 AM 

 

This is what an elite team looks like when it’s clicking on all cylinders. 

For one period on Friday night, the Winnipeg Jets made it look like they 
not only had what it takes to hang with the team that’s currently residing 
in the NHLs penthouse, but they built a 3-0 advantage against the 
Colorado Avalanche. 

To say they had dominated the flow of play wasn’t completely accurate, 
though it’s exactly what happened to them when the Avalanche found 
another gear during the final 40 minutes of play and the Jets provided 
absolutely no pushback whatsoever. 

When the scoreboard read 6-3 for the Avalanche after the final buzzer 
sounded, the truth of the matter was that the final tally was a touch 
flattering for the Jets. 

For all the talk about the Jets possibly pushing back into contender status 
this season, it was another litmus test this team failed miserably. 

Right now, the Jets barely even resemble a bubble team, having dropped 
four consecutive games and collected just one of a possible eight points 
going into Sunday’s matinee against the Arizona Coyotes. 

At a time where the Jets should be showing urgency and playing up to a 
certain standard, they simply aren’t meeting expectations - either of the 
internal or external variety. 

That the Jets remain only six points out of the final playoff spot in the 
Western Conference with a record of 22-21-9 seems like nothing but a 
mirage, considering they would need to leapfrog four teams to 
accomplish that goal - only to likely earn a first-round date with the 
Avalanche. 

For as much talk there has been about the Jets still having 30 games to 
get things sorted out, efforts like Friday night paint a picture that is not 
nearly as rosy. 

It’s games like this that reinforce the belief there just might be something 
wrong with the mix of players assembled or the construction of the roster. 

This group, though it doesn’t lack talent, is not greater than the sum of its 
parts - and that’s a problem Jets general manager Kevin Cheveldayoff is 
going to need to address. 

The closer things get to the March 21 NHL trade deadline, the more 
apparent it’s become that the Jets are looking more and more like a team 
that’s in need of another major shake-up. 

Yes, the pending unrestricted free agents like forwards Andrew Copp and 
Paul Stastny are going to be the primary focus for Cheveldayoff in terms 
of maximizing his return, but making a few other moves during the 
coming weeks could be a pre-emptive strike toward whatever plans the 
organization has for bolstering the squad for the 2022-23 campaign and 
beyond. 

Despite several talented forwards - even with guys like Nikolaj Ehlers, 
Cole Perfetti and Copp sidelined due to injury - the Jets don’t find the 
back of the net often enough. 

They’ve also had far too many games when the group is carried by one 
line - and maybe gets a contribution on special teams, as was the case 
Friday when Adam Lowry scored shorthanded to augment the two goals 
created by the trio of Kyle Connor (one goal), Evgeny Svechnikov (one 
goal) and Pierre-Luc Dubois (two assists). 

“I wish I had the answer,” Jets interim head coach Dave Lowry told 
reporters in Denver. “Well, we’re going to have to continue to demand 
(consistency). Big thing is that our level of desperation has to continually 
increase.” 

Even after bringing in Brenden Dillon and Nate Schmidt during the off-
season to upgrade the blue line, the Jets still don’t defend well enough - 
and that’s not pointing the finger at either player by any stretch of the 
imagination. 

To recap, the Jets don’t score enough, nor are they a defensive 
juggernaut. 

They’re not overly physical and the goal of becoming a tougher team to 
play against remains very much a work in progress. 

That’s not exactly a recipe for sustained success. 

It’s also part of the reason the Jets seem to be suffering through a bit of 
an identity crisis. 

“If you look at the best teams in the NHL, they don’t always play their ‘A’ 
game. There’s nights that they’re not the best with the puck, there’s 
nights they don’t have their best legs. But they can fall back on things 
that they do well, and they do it consistently,” said Dubois. “And that’s 
why they win games, even when they’re not feeling great. And when 
they’re feeling great, they blow teams out of the water. Consistency of 
the team and consistency of the players are two different things. 

“But I think if we have an identity to fall back on every night, you know 
what kind of team is going to show up for us. That’s when you have 
consistency. You lose some, but if you play to your identity, if you have 
an identity and you play to it, you’ll lose some games but you’ll win some 
when you don’t even play well. And I think we’re still trying to find what 
our identity is here, and that’s what’s hurting us. We just have to find 
what our identity is and do it.” 

Working through that frustration is essential for the Jets to break through 
this rough patch. 

“It’s one of those things where, collectively and individually, it’s about 
accountability and looking in the mirror and trying to find what you bring 
to the table, what you can contribute collectively and go from there and 
build it out as the season wears on,” said Jets centre Adam Lowry. 
“We’re over halfway and you’d like to have that ironed out and clearly, 
that’s an area we still need to get sorted out really fast here.” 

Connor Hellebuyck may have allowed a goal or two on Friday that he 
wouldn’t like, but he also faced a barrage of shots once again and has 
been subjected to more shots on goal than any other goalie in the NHL. 

By making his 44th start in 52 games against the Avalanche, Hellebuyck 
has been shouldering an enormous load. 

He remains the foundation of this Jets team and remains under contract 
for two more seasons after this one, that’s why the onus is on 
Cheveldayoff to retool this team on the fly. 

In a situation where all of the Jets top-end players needed to be at their 
absolute best on Friday, they didn’t get enough from several of those big 
guns. 

On the flip side, Avalanche captain Gabriel Landeskog notched his 
second hat trick in as many outings against the Jets and top centre 
Nathan MacKinnon scored twice and racked up a ridiculous 14 shots on 
goal and 16 shot attempts to pace the offensive attack. 

The Avalanche will obviously need to exorcise a few playoff demons this 
spring, but they look like a team that is built for a long playoff run. 

They’ve got a high-octane offence and added plenty of depth both up 
front and on defence, while goalie Darcy Kuemper has been in a groove 
after a bit of an uneven start. 

Even after a rocky first period, Avalanche backup goalie Pavel Francouz 
slammed the door as his teammates began chipping away at the deficit 
and then eventually took complete control. 

If the Avalanche are now the gold standard in terms of how teams are put 
together, the Jets are in need of an injection of talent - and possibly a bit 
more youth - if they want to compete with them in the Central Division. 
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It’s admirable when a GM like Cheveldayoff doubles down on his belief in 
the group he’s assembled like he did coming out of the NHL All-Star 
break, but when his team doesn’t respond or get the job done, the 
management team has no choice but to have difficult discussions and 
ultimately make hard decisions when it comes to the direction this 
organization plans to go. 

As the days go by, there are more and more signs that something 
significant must be done. 
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TSN.CA / Bunting plans to rattle cages in Calder clash with Seider 

 

Mark Masters 

 

The Maple Leafs and Red Wings held optional skates at Little Caesars 
Arena in Detroit on Saturday.  

What does left winger Michael Bunting do to get under the skin of 
opponents?  

"Pretty much everything," said linemate Mitch Marner said. "Staring, 
chirping and just being around the net. Just constantly being a pest." 

Wait, staring? 

"When I'm engaged in the game and I'm getting into it with somebody, I 
don't know, maybe I keep eye contact and try and get in their head by 
that," Bunting said.  

"He's staring constantly at people," Marner said. "A lot of people don't like 
getting stared at." 

Bunting's ability to agitate is amplified by his ability to produce offence. 
He's racked up 17 goals and 18 assists this season.  

"There's lots of agitators, but what separates Bunts is he's a very good 
hockey player," observed veteran forward Jason Spezza. "He's on pucks 
all the time. He goes to the hard areas. He's in the play so it forces teams 
to have to pay attention to him because he's around the puck. He's heavy 
on pucks and creates a lot for his linemates and gets to the net. He's 
fearless so that's probably why he gets the attention that he gets."  

Complementing elite players isn't easy. Nick Ritchie, for example, 
struggled to fit in beside Marner and Auston Matthews at the start of the 
season. But Bunting, despite his rookie status, has added some spice to 
Toronto's top unit.  

"He's usually the most hated guy on the ice," noted coach Sheldon 
Keefe. "He gets a lot of attention from the other team and that inspires 
him to push and be on guard all the time. He knows teams will not take it 
easy on him and that helps guys like Auston and Mitch be that much 
more alert and on guard themselves." 

Bunting, 26, has developed a close bond with Matthews, which has 
helped accelerate the chemistry.  

"He's got the personality off the ice to jive with those guys," Keefe added. 

Bunting scored a hat trick the last time Toronto played in Detroit on Jan. 
29, which sparked a 7-4 win.  

"Matty was chirping me and saying, 'Are you having the same pre-game 
meal?' and all that kind of stuff," said Bunting, who dined on pasta and 
chicken before feasting on the Wings. "Last time playing here it was a 
really fun night. Hopefully we can build that momentum and bring it into 
tonight." 

Bunting's most-common opponent in five-on-five play in that last game 
against Detroit was defenceman Moritz Seider, who is another top 
contender for the Calder Trophy.  

"He's a rookie as well, but he plays like a veteran," said Bunting. "He's a 
big boy. He's offensive and he's able to shut it down. Going against him 
pretty much every shift is challenging, but you got to look forward to 
those challenge and get in his face and make it hard on him and make 
him turn for pucks and stuff like that." 

Saturday's game features three of the top four rookie scorers in the NHL. 
Detroit's Lucas Raymond is tied with Anaheim's Trevor Zegras for the 
lead among first-year players with 39 points. Seider (37) and Bunting (35) 
are trailing just behind.  

'He's staring constantly at people': Bunting agitates with eye contact 

Michael Bunting not only gets under the skin of his opponents but he can 
also put the puck in the back of the net. His teammates say both those 
qualities don't usually go hand-in-hand but they're very impressed with 
the season he's having. 

The National Hockey League fined Bunting $2,000 for diving earlier this 
week citing a play in a game against Pittsburgh on Feb. 17. Bunting fell 
after colliding with Marcus Pettersson in the neutral zone.  

"The league thought I embellished in that situation so it is what it is," 
Bunting said. "I got to keep moving forward. I can't change my game, 
because I am having success. I don't want to embellish. I don't want to 
be a diver, but I got to stick with it and stick to my regular game."  

Bunting had previously been warned for diving due to a play in a game 
on Nov. 16 against Nashville.  

"You just move on," said Keefe. "He's a guy involved with everything and, 
because he's involved with everything, eyes are on him a lot. There's 
times, because he's involved in so much, where there's things that don't 
go his way. So, there's a balance there."  

Bunting has drawn 32 penalties this season, which is second overall 
behind only Edmonton's Connor McDavid. 

"I'm in front of the net quite a bit where cross-checks do happen," Bunting 
said. "I think that's probably where I draw most of my penalties, just 
getting cross-checked and tackled in front of the net. I'm willing to do that. 
I'm willing to put the body on the line. I don't mind playing that role." 

Michael Bunting was fined for embellishment against the Penguins, but 
the Maple Leafs forward says it won't change his game moving forward. 

Nick Robertson was on his way to practice on Friday when he received a 
call from Toronto Marlies general manager Ryan Hardy.  

"The GM called me and said I got called up and I had to ask him to 
repeat it twice, because I couldn't believe it," the 20-year-old said. "I was 
sitting there in snow and traffic on the Gardiner and I was just calling my 
parents and being excited." 

Since debuting with the Leafs in the playoff bubble in 2020, Robertson 
has been plagued by a series of injuries, including a broken leg sustained 
in his second American Hockey League game this season. The 5-foot-10 
winger watched a lot of game film while rehabbing and discovered some 
better routes to get free to unleash his blistering shot.  

Robertson admits that he did not see a route back to the NHL opening up 
this fast.    

"I wouldn't want to say 'Shocked' but, at the same time, I couldn't believe 
it was right now," Robertson said. "I'm very happy with my progression. I 
want to take the next step with my confidence and goal-scoring ability ... 
It's still going to take some time, I would say, to feel at my absolute best 
but I'm happy with the way I came back." 

Robertson, who was picked in the second round of the 2019 NHL draft, 
has six points in seven games since returning to the Marlies lineup on 
Feb. 2.   
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"He's a competitor," said Keefe. "He works extremely hard. He's had a 
long road this season to get himself back healthy and ready to play. An 
opportunity has presented itself here and he is a guy we do believe in 
and we want to give him that chance." 

Robertson suited up in four games in the series against Columbus in the 
bubble and then six more games with the Leafs last season. Saturday 
will be his first NHL game in front of fans. His girlfriend will be in the 
crowd alongside a couple of his trainers.   

The Leafs held their pre-game media availability in the dressing room for 
the Little Caesars AAA team, which sparked a trip down memory lane for 
Robertson.  

"It's kind of surreal," he said while gazing around the room. "I mean, in 
this locker room it's 'Little Caesars' everywhere and I used to play for 
them. I haven't actually been to this rink before [but] it kind of brings you 
back. Time flies. You know, I was wearing these colours a lot and was 
proud to wear these colours and now I'm playing for the Leafs against the 
Red Wings so it's a great feeling ... I grew up here. It's nice to have some 
family and friends come out for the game."  

'I couldn't believe it': Robertson soaks up 'surreal' return to NHL 

Nick Robertson will return to the Maple Leafs lineup for the first time 
since April 20th of last year, he talks about coming back up to the big 
club and Sheldon Keefe explains why they believe in him. Mark Masters 
has more. 

The opportunity for Robertson was created because a flu bug is currently 
going through Toronto's dressing room. Ilya Mikheyev left Thursday's 
game early due to a stomach issue and missed Friday's practice. John 
Tavares, Pierre Engvall and Travis Dermott also missed Friday's 
practice.  

"Everyone's slowly getting it and you just hope you're not the next one," 
Bunting said while knocking the table in front of him twice. "So far I've 
been clean so I hope to keep it that way." 

"Some guys are feeling better," said Keefe. "Some guys not so much. 
We're hopeful that nobody else comes down with it." 

Mikheyev skated on Saturday morning and appears likely to play, but 
Tavares, Engvall and Dermott didn't hit the ice and are listed as game-
time decisions.  

"I have a few different lineups," Keefe said. "We got a group here that, 
regardless of who's in or out today, I expect us to be ready to play."  

If Tavares is good to go, he will slot in between William Nylander and 
Ondrej Kase, who was promoted to the second line for Thursday's game. 
Tavares has gone 11 games without scoring. His last goal came in 
Detroit last month.  

Leafs Ice Chips: Tavares is game-time decision; Homecoming for 
Campbell 

Petr Mrazek started in goal the last time Toronto visited Detroit and 
Sheldon Keefe says Jack Campbell gets the start this time around with it 
being his hometown. Mark Masters has more on the Leafs lineup as they 
continue to deal with a 'bug' going through their team. 

It wasn't pretty, but the Leafs snapped a three-game skid (0-2-1) on 
Thursday night.  

"It was maybe not the most fun game to watch," Spezza admitted. "It was 
two teams trying not to make mistakes and maybe in the past we 
would've cracked in a game like that, but we stayed patient and trusted 
the process." 

"In the past there would've been examples of our team being frustrated 
with the game going that way," said defenceman Morgan Rielly. "We did 
a good job of staying patient and playing within our structure. We didn't 
give up much off the rush." 

Keefe believes his team has stabilized things defensively after a leaky 
stretch. The next step will be rediscovering some offensive mojo.  

"There were a lot of things offensively that we struggled with in that first 
period especially," said Keefe. "Give Minnesota credit, but part of it was 
that we just weren't sharp. We had trouble connecting on real simple 
passes ... There were some things there that really stalled us offensively 
that we didn't like. When we are at our best, we are better that way." 
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USA TODAY / Dominik Hasek calls Alex Ovechkin a 'chicken (expletive),' 
wants NHL to suspend all Russians 

 

CYDNEY HENDERSON   | USA TODAY 

 

Hockey Hall of Famer Dominik Hasek has called for the NHL to 
"immediately suspend contracts for all Russian players" amidst Russia's 
deadly invasion of Ukraine.  

The 57-year-old Czech also had some choice words for Washington 
Capitals' Russian-born star Alex Ovechkin, a supporter of President 
Vladimir Putin. 

Hasek, who played in the NHL for 16-seasons and is widely considered 
one of the best goaltenders of all time, called Ovechkin an "alibist," a 
"liar" and a "chicken (expletive)" after Ovechkin failed to publicly 
denounce Putin and his country's aggression. 

"Every adult in Europe knows well, that Putin is a mad killer and that 
Russia is waging an offensive war against the free country and its 
people," Hasek, 57, tweeted Saturday.  

A day earlier, Ovechkin was asked whether he supports Putin amid the 
invasion.  

"He’s my president but … I’m not in politics," Ovechkin told reporters on 
Friday. "I’m an athlete and how I said, I hope everything is going to be 
done soon. It’s a hard situation right now for both sides... I'm not in 
control of the situation." 

ALEX OVECHKIN: NHL star and past Putin supporter calls for peace, 
says Ukraine invasion is 'hard situation' 

The NHL must immediately suspend contracts for all Russian players! 
Every athlete represents not only himself and his club, but also his 
country and its values and actions. That is a fact. If the NHL does not do 
so, it has indirect co-responsibility for the dead in Ukraine. 

Although Ovechkin said it's "it’s hard to see the war," Hasek said 
Ovechkin and other complicit Russian players should be "immediately 
suspend(ed)" from the league. 

"Every athlete represents not only himself and his club, but also his 
country and its values and actions. That is a fact," Haskek tweeted. "If 
the NHL does not do so, it has indirect co-responsibility for the dead in 
Ukraine." 

Haskek acknowledged that a sweeping suspension on Russian NHL 
players would unfortunately include those who "condemn V. Putin and his 
Russian aggression in Ukraine. However, at the moment I also consider 
their exclusion a necessity." 

"I am very sorry for those Russian athletes," Haskek added.  
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Ovechkin had started a social movement supporting Putin ahead of the 
2017 Russian presidential election, and a photo of the two of them is the 
winger's profile picture on Instagram. 

On Friday, Ovechkin said he hoped there soon would be peace. 

"It’s a hard situation. I have lots of friends in Russia and Ukraine, and it’s 
hard to see the war," he told reporters on Friday. "I hope soon it’s going 
to be over and there’s going to be peace in the whole world." 

Ovechkin's wife, children and other family members are in Russia, so he 
has been following the situation. He said it was too early for him to 
decide whether his family would stay there. 

"I don't want to see nobody get hurt, nobody get killed," he said of the 
war. "I hope it’s going to be over and we’re going to live in a good world." 

He continued: "Please, no more war. It doesn’t matter who’s in a war. 
Russia, Ukraine, different countries. I think we live in a world, like, we 
have to live in peace and a great world." 
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